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Clarifiying the widespread
ambiguity about the
three parts of human nature

BD 8658 received 29.10.1963

There shall be light among people ....

A vast spiritual region is opened up to those of you humans who allow yourselves
to be instructed by Me Myself, because through My messengers and mediators
I can convey the knowledge to all who merely desire it and whose life of love
enabled them to understand it. This region is closed to your intellectual studies;
it is and will also remain unverifiable to you humans until you are granted
such bright inner light by the spirit that it is conclusive for you to have the true
knowledge. And this spiritual region is inexhaustible, your God and Creator
will instruct you constantly and grant you ever more profound realisation if
only you would always comply with the prerequisite which is expected of you:
that you make heartfelt contact with Me in prayer or through deeds of love, for
the bond with Me must be present otherwise you will forever remain spiritually
blind .... For I Myself Am the light, I Am the truth, I Am the spring from
which love, light and strength .... profound wisdom .... come forth. And this
flow can only pour out if the contact has been established, which you have to
establish yourselves because you once discontinued it voluntarily .... But then
a region will be opened up to you which you, as mere humans, cannot enter if
this contact with Me does not exist. But then everything becomes clear to you,
you recognise the spiritual correlations, you understand My reign and activity,
My eternal plan of Salvation will be revealed to you and you will be able to
comprehend it. You learn about spiritual happenings which form the basis of
your existence as humans, you also understand the natural processes and can
explain to yourselves the happenings around you, My nature will be revealed
to you and many a veil will be lifted before your eyes .... You will also be able to
examine spiritual worlds, even if you are only mentally informed of them at first
.... until your spiritual eye opens when you have attained a specific degree of
maturity which allows for spiritual vision .... Knowledge you are entirely lacking
as humans will be bestowed upon you by My Fatherly love, which would like
you to be in the same state again as you were before your apostasy from Me,
when you were brightly illuminated by the light of realisation and blissfully
happy .... You are meant to attain this state again and can indeed achieve it
during your life on earth as human beings .... However, you must strive for
it, it cannot be given to you .... You must make conscious contact with Me,
acknowledge Me as your God and Creator, as your Father and long for My
presence which will subsequently grant you the highly valuable gifts of grace,
because My infinite love wants to give itself and thus also wants to once again
send you the bright light of realisation, which you yourselves clouded out and
finally lost entirely ....
Now consider the spiritual darkness humanity lives in, consider that only a few
people create a sphere of light around themselves, that, in a manner of speaking,
merely sparks of light flare up on earth, which certainly could be caught by every
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person and which would suffice to ignite a light again in a person’s heart who
would like to escape the darkness. Consider how much happier people would
be if only they had a small degree of realisation, which they could raise at any
time. Then you, who have already kindled a light in yourselves, will understand
that I favour everything which helps to bring a light among the people .... You
will understand that I educate My own bearers of light whom I endow with
an abundance of knowledge, whom I guide increasingly deeper into the truth,
which can only originate from Me .... and that I instruct these bearers of light
to let their light shine forth again, so that it shall penetrate the darkness which
burdens the human race .... It is not My will that you humans leave earthly life
in the same darkness as you entered it .... It is My will that you, in this life as
a human being, desire light again and, truly, your desire will be granted, and
it will make you happy on earth already when you learn to understand why
you live on earth and what your actual task on earth is .... Only I know what
darkness means for a free and blessed spirit which was created in brightest light
.... Only I know that this spirit can only be happy again when it moves within
the circuit of My emanation of love .... I want to draw it into this circuit of My
flow of love on earth and therefore repeatedly send rays to him which should
kindle a light in him that urges towards the eternal Essence of light of its own
accord .... It means, that I first grant every person a small amount of knowledge
pertaining to spiritual spheres, which the person can increase of his own will.
He can constantly avail himself of the flow of My strength of love, he can gain
spiritual possessions if he uses this flow of strength for acts of love whereby
the love ignites an increasingly brighter light in him .... And light signifies
knowledge, realisation, most profound wisdom .... but only ever pertaining to
spiritual regions which are inaccessible to the intellect, because I Myself make a
point of instructing those people who hand themselves over to Me and appeal to
Me for spiritual enlightenment .... They may receive extensive knowledge and
thus gradually enter the very state of realisation they enjoyed in the beginning.
The darkness My adversary had imposed on them will recede, they will attain
the light again by having established conscious contact with Me, the eternal
Essence of light, and allowing themselves to be illuminated by Me once more as
in the beginning, when they originated from Me in all perfection ....

Amen

BD 8459 received 05.04.1963

Explanation regarding original spirit and apostasy ....

You, who want to be of service to Me during the last days before the end, have
all My care and attention. For you shall still correct many errors which I disclose
to you and through which I hand you the means to take action against them,
which you would never be able to do without the transmission of My Word
from above. I know where people’s thinking is still confused, I know where
opinions have taken root in them which they don’t like to relinquish but which
nevertheless do not correspond to truth. But I want to give light to everyone;
I want to enlighten the thoughts of those who were given the task by Me to
spread the truth. I can only ever give you the same explanation, namely, that you
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are My once emanated beings which did not fulfil their purpose because they
opposed Me. What I emanated as strength were self-aware, intelligent living
creations endowed with free will .... thus not dead works but living ones, for My
strength, which was their fundamental substance, is and will remain something
alive which constantly wants to be active .... This strength, therefore, was given
the form of beings by Me, although this had to be understood in a spiritual
sense, for they were able to behold each other as most magnificent and brightly
radiating living creations .... Each emanated being was an individual being ....
it was externalised as an independent being and continually permeated by My
strength of love .... They were images of Myself, they were miniatures of My
own nature which were able to work independently in strength and light and
were supremely perfect, since only perfection could come forth from Me. And
these beings apostatised from Me, as a result of their free will they changed
themselves into the opposite, they lost their perfection, became imperfect and
wretched, for they rejected the divine light of love which permeated them and
subsequently discarded their divinity. However, the beings continued to exist,
they merely renounced love, and this was possible because as evidence of their
divine origin they possessed free will which could be used in any direction and
which expressed itself in opposition to God. The being had merely rejected
God’s strength of love, thus My continuous illumination of love, and that
resulted in its fall into the abyss, because it became incapable of activity and
hardened in its substance .... Thus the being I once created in all perfection
voluntarily distanced itself from Me and moved ever closer towards the abyss
....

This apostasy of the spirits has been explained to you by Me time and again,
and you know what the apostasy consisted of: the fact that My love was being
rejected .... By doing so the being incapacitated itself to any kind of activity ....
But since the being itself was My emanated strength which could not remain
inactive, this strength had to take effect in different ways, and this became
possible by reshaping this strength into creations .... which then had to be active
according to My will .... The fallen being therefore carried out an activity of
service in different shapes under the law of compulsion .... That which moves
through the works of creation for the purpose of gradually ascending to higher
spheres is the fallen spiritual living creation which once originated from Me
.... It is the being I created in supreme perfection, which I externalised as My
image and which, on an extremely painful and infinitely long lasting path of
return, shall now reshape itself again into that which it had been at the very
beginning .... The answer cannot be given to you more clearly when you ask
what happened to the ‘spirit’ when the being fell .... Which spirit do you mean?
.... I created spiritual beings and they fell away from Me. The soul is therefore
not the ‘soul of a spirit’ but the soul itself is the once-fallen original spirit which
embodies itself in the human being to reach its final state of perfection .... And
when a non-fallen spirit embodies itself in a human being then his soul is this
said original spirit, and not just part of it .... The fact that all fallen spirits are also
constantly looked after throughout the entire process of return by beings of light
which have completely entered My will when they had to prove themselves
is time and again explained to you, for their bliss consists of being able to
contribute towards the fallen beings’ final return, and their overwhelming love
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constantly takes care of all creatures and always provides new shells which
enable the fallen beings to ascend. For love will always act according to My
will, and it therefore also flows continually to an imperfect soul so that it can
consciously change itself during its life on earth and become again what it had
been in the beginning. And this transformation can only be accomplished by
love, which the being must kindle as a human being in order to find the union
with Me again, which turns it into a blessed being for all eternity ....

Amen

BD 8945 received 27.02.1965

Explanation about the ‘existence as a human being’ ....

You have already been on earth for an infinitely long time, which you can truly
call eternities .... albeit not as a self-aware original spirit, instead you cover this
long path as minutely tiny particles so that you can regain the original state
which was yours in the beginning. If you consider that you travelled through
all creations .... since everything you see around yourselves, everything that
is to be regarded as a work of creation, must be a spark of strength from Me,
otherwise you would be unable to exist .... then you will also learn to look
upon these creations as My once emanated spiritual beings which deliberately
abandoned contact with Me but which .... since they are everlasting .... must
also establish this connection with Me again one day, because it is and remains
the law that My emanated strength will return to Me again. Only then will you
judge the human stage correctly, in which you should establish this conscious
connection with Me. And all creations around you will remind you to strive
towards this final goal if you don’t want to travel the path through the creations
again, which you have now escaped with My help. And the fact that this is true
must be believed by you, for it is conveyed to you by My spirit but cannot be
proven .... yet only in this way can the whole of creation be explained to you,
and I do so in view of the near end, in order to give you humans an explanation
as to what you and the whole of creation basically are .... For the few who are
open-minded recognise the only explanation therein, they recognise My infinite
love, unsurpassed wisdom and infinite power .... And they don’t doubt that it is
true .... Yet far more people live in spiritual darkness and making the immense
responsibility of earthly life clear to them will be a difficult task and will usually
also be unsuccessful. But they will have to be prepared for a repeated process
through the creations of the new earth if I don’t recall them from earth before.

However, if people would for once only seriously ponder the question as to
what they are, where they come from and what their actual task on earth is ....
countless souls of light would answer this question for them, for these questions
would result in one bright thought after another .... and the darkness would
vanish. But as long as a small light is not kindled for you, so that you realise
your life on earth is the final stage of a process of development after an infinitely
long path of preliminary development, you will not live your life on earth
conscientiously and .... if you don’t live a life of love .... there is great danger that
your earthly life will be a waste of time. On the other hand, if you live a life of
love you need not know about your previous existence and will still reach your
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goal, for only love is needed in order to become fully mature on earth. But since
love has grown cold during the last days before the end I try to address your
intellect by informing you of your long earthly progress and explain to you the
slow development of all creations in a purely intellectual way in order to make
you to think about what your God and Creator intends to achieve by this. I only
try to encourage you to reflect on this, because then beings of light will be able
to intervene and mentally answer your questions. But if there is no more love
among people and if they also refuse to spend serious thought on the matter,
then there is no more hope for their deliverance, then the law will inevitably
come into force which determines your renewed banishment into matter again.
Yet My struggle for the souls will not slow down until the end .... And I will send
My flow of grace wherever the possibility for a change of will still exists in order
to increase the number of those who recognise themselves as having originated
from Me, who want to return to Me again, who will enter the kingdom of light
and have attained their purpose in life .... who are and will remain My Own
forever ....

Amen

BD 8414 received 17.02.1963

The significance of life on earth as a human being ....

Your life as a human being is the last stage in the development of the once fallen
entity which is personified as the ‘soul’ within you and which, still enclosed in
a physical external shape, can now overcome it and leave this form to enter the
spiritual kingdom as a spiritual being. During this earthly existence the last
transformation into the original entity can take place again if free will is used
correctly, that is, if it consciously strives to return to Me again, Whom it had
once left voluntarily .... And this transformation is certainly possible because
the human being receives a multitude of blessings and with the right use of
these blessings has enough strength available to cast off all impurities and to
live wholly within the divine order; that is, to live a life of love through which
he can spiritualise soul and body and thus the return to Me is accomplished ....
However, the human being can also disregard all the blessings at his disposal
and instead of ascending he can return into the abyss; this cannot be prevented
because he has free will as a sign of his divine origin .... But then he places
himself once again into the dreadful fate of bondage and it will take an infinitely
long time until he finally can be released again ....

You do not want to believe how significant earthly existence is for you human
beings and are therefore half-hearted in accomplishing your task on earth. But
it concerns your own destiny, you yourselves have to bear the consequences,
and the fate you prepare for yourselves cannot be taken away from you. You can
choose between everlasting happiness and an infinitely long state of torment
and you are doing little to acquire the first; instead you rather follow your
earthly path indifferently .... And if fellow human beings, who know of the
great significance of earthly life, draw your attention to this you listen with
disbelief and remain unimpressed but believe them to be fantasists instead of
thinking about the reasons for your earthly existence yourselves .... Yet time
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and again you will be confronted with events which could cause you to think
.... Time and again your thoughts are pushed into that direction by means
of conversations, the reading of books and your own experiences so that you
should become mentally active and ask questions which concern you and your
earthly existence.

If only you would believe that human earthly life is a most significant gift of
grace which, if you make right use of it, can lead to unimaginable happiness
.... if only you would believe that there is meaning and purpose to your earthly
life, that you are not ‘chance life forms’ who are not responsible for their earthly
progress and cease to exist when the body dies .... It is the soul .... the original
spirit which once had fallen away .... who should achieve its final release from
all physical external form and human earthly life is the last phase of an endless
long process of development ....

You humans are self-aware and you are only ‘self-aware’ because your outer
cover incorporates an original spirit who once came forth from Me as a self-aware
entity .... Thus, not your body nor your intelligence triggers your consciousness
of self but your soul, which is your real life and which ultimately turns the
human being into a self-aware being. Without this soul the human being is only
a physical outer shape without life, even when all internal organs are present
they cannot function without this soul .... The ‘life’ of this outer shape depends
on that soul .... an original spirit .... who enlivens the body and enables it to
function in all manners ....

You humans should always keep in mind that you live on earth for a specific
purpose and should try to find this cause and purpose, then you will also receive
explanations in the form of thoughts, which I Myself will send to you in order
that you may come to understand it. And thus I will send you My messengers
again and again and through these try to make you think, and it will certainly
be a blessing for you if you don’t walk through life in ignorance but also use
the gift of intelligence. This can result in the right attitude towards your God
and Creator and with this you will also find the right knowledge .... Because I
truly care that every single human being should use the short time of grace as a
human being in the right way and reach his final destination .... that his soul will
return to Me again from Whom it once had come forth as created spirit ....

Amen
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BD 8401 received 03.02.1963

The soul’s realisation what it once had been ....

I only ever want you to think about the fact that you are of divine origin ....
and that you therefore should regard yourselves as sparks which were emanated
by Me Myself, which will eternally remain that which they had been .... divine
living creations of the same fundamental substance as I Am, even if they changed
their own nature and turned into beings who deprived themselves of all divine
characteristics. However, this state will not go on forever but will also change
again, so that their fundamental nature will surface .... so that they will create
and work like Me in all perfection again, so that they will develop into My image
again and remain that way forever. If you consider the fact that I Myself Am your
origin .... that the highest and most perfect Being created you through its love,
then you should tremble and have no other desire but to become again what
you were in the beginning .... And your subsequently recognised imperfection
and weakness should make you feel profoundly humble and motivate you into
sincerely praying to Me for help to become the same again so that you will be
able to join Me .... And truly, you will receive an abundance of blessings, for
this resolve will open your heart to Me and I will be able to permeate it with
My strength of love, which will enable you to change yourselves and to adopt
your fundamental nature once more. You should only ever remember that you
came forth from Me Myself .... that you are and will remain My Own, because
I never relinquish that which belongs to Me .... Even if it voluntarily turned
away from Me and remains opposed to Me .... you are and remain My strength
of love which once flowed forth from Me and which will irrevocably flow back
to Me again one day, because this is the law of eternity .... Nevertheless, your
own realisation of your origin would shorten your path of return, for once you
recognise yourselves as divine living creations you will have taken the first step
of coming back to Me, for in the past you did not want to acknowledge Me as
your God and Creator, and that was your downfall.
It was pride which made you assume that you can do without My flow of
strength and which therefore caused your state of unhappiness .... If, in earthly
life, you are aware of your divine origin then you will also know that only
in association with Me can you receive strength and light again, that you can
only regain your divine characteristics through being illuminated by My light
of love and that it is not impossible to re-enter your original state, that you
can truly become as gods, as you were intended to be in the very beginning.
If, however, you only look upon yourselves as people living on earth without a
purpose and goal, as creatures which, like other creations, populate the world
and are transient, then you are spiritually utterly unenlightened and the path of
your final return to your starting point, to your God and Father of eternity, will
still be infinitely long, then you will not recognise any meaning or purpose of
earthly life, you will only be earthly-minded and you manifest this completely
wrong nature yourselves through your wrong attitude towards Me, your God
and Creator. Recognise only yourselves and ask yourselves every so often what
might form the basis of your human existence .... Think about what you are
and where you came from .... Don’t consider yourselves so inferior that you will
vanish again into nothingness when your body dies .... For then you will even
deem yourselves less than an animal which is unable to think, since you don’t
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use the intellect given to you. And your free will and your intellect alone should
be proof to you of a Power Which created you and Whose creations testify
to supreme wisdom .... And this Power will truly not externalise from Itself
something that is imperfect but beings of utmost perfection; yet you humans
are not aware of the fact that you are these beings which fell away from Me, and
therefore I keep informing you of this apostasy and My loving care to encourage
your voluntary return .... And therefore I only try to stimulate you to think
about yourselves, as to what you are and why you live on earth. You should
consider what a wonderful work of creation you are, how intricately your body
is structured and how supremely wisely its functions are arranged; by this alone
you would have to recognise that you are of divine origin, that your Creator
must be a supremely perfect Being Who externalised living beings from within
Himself with the ability to think and want and which therefore must be destined
to be something else than to just live as a human being on earth and to comply
with earthly demands only to cease to exist again afterwards .... And if only it
made you realise that your life on earth must have meaning and purpose, then
you would make an effort to discover it, so therefore your ascent would also be
assured, for then you would live responsibly and one divine characteristic after
another would emerge in you again, because your fundamental substance is
divine strength which strives to manifest itself .... In that case you will also look
for unity with Me and thus offer Me the opportunity to illuminate you with My
strength of love once more, and then you will be that again which you were in
the beginning ....

Amen

BD 8943 received 25.02.1965

The human being is not a product of coincidence by a Creative Power ....

The human being with all his vices, flaws and afflictions is easily inclined
to believe that he was created like this by God, if he believes at all to have
originated from Him. Yet this Creator would have to be denied all love and
wisdom which motivated Him to create humans (beings); for in this case every
person would merely be the product of a Being which is imperfect itself, which
created the human being (the being) as a whim but which cannot be accredited
with supreme perfection. Someone who is able to entertain such thoughts at
any time is utterly unenlightened; he has formed a completely wrong concept of
his Creator, for the existence as a ‘human being’ is only the stage of an infinitely
long process of development but, at the same time, it is the most important
stage, for during this time the being has to make its final decision of will in order
to achieve its original state again in which it was once created .... You all need
to know that your origin from the supremely perfect Being had likewise been
a state of supreme perfection .... and that the state you are in now was created
by yourselves, which was therefore not the work of your Creator of eternity ....
You all need to know that it is only an intermediate state which you caused
yourselves as a result of reversing your will but which you can change again into
your original state if your will is likewise prepared to change. And therefore
you have to fight against all your vices and flaws, you must try to change
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yourselves and create a state in which you transform all your flaws into virtues,
in which your God-opposing relationship undergoes a change which will bring
you close to Him and you approach the original state once more in which you
once emerged from Him. You cannot look upon your human existence as a
concluded life, you must always know that there was a ‘before’ and that there
will also be an ‘after’ but that you, during your life as a human being, must make
a decision as to whether you want to be free from every form or whether you
want to fall back again into a stage which you had already overcome a long time
ago.

But don’t believe that you are a product of coincidence by a Creative Power
Which arbitrarily externalised beings from within Itself which are more or less
tainted by various flaws and vices .... believe that this Creative Power has to be
accredited with love and wisdom of highest perfection and that It created you
for a purpose .... to radiate Itself, that is, Its love, into Its created beings which,
however, was prevented by these beings themselves .... thus, they rejected this
love and thereby changed into the opposite .... into the beings which you are
now as humans .... yet always with the goal to achieve your past nature again.
And thus you should consider your time on earth merely as a passageway,
consider it as a divinely planned designated return into your actual state, since
you emerged in supreme perfection from the Creative Power. And you should
know that you must make every effort during your earthly life in order to fight
against all bad habits which prevent you from entering into unity again with
your Creator of eternity, Who wants to be your Father, but that you will be
infinitely happy if you succeed in changing, if you allow this change into love
and by doing so may take possession of your Father’s ray of love again, Who
bestows this bliss upon you. For this is your only goal, to once again become
what you were in the beginning .... supremely perfect beings, as they were when
they came forth from God ....

Amen

BD 5198 received 26.08.1951

Particles of soul ....
Process of development on earth and in the beyond ....

Matter is judged spiritual substance which, in turn, shelters spiritual substance
within itself that travels the path of development according to God’s eternal plan
of Salvation. This spiritual substance, which is detained by the material external
form, always joins up with similar substances on its path of development and
can be described as particles of soul which animate the individual works of
creation again. Every work of creation, be it solid matter or the plant and animal
world, contains such particles of soul which seek to unite with others as a whole
in a new external form which more and more resembles the form of a human
being. An infinitely long period of time goes by until, after passing through
the course of the entire creation, all particles of soul have found each other
again in order to then enter an external form as a human soul, which is given
a specific task in order to gain complete freedom from any kind of outer cover.
Thus, the human body is the soul’s surrounding outer cover whose task it is to
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help its indwelling soul reach maturity. The maturing process takes place in a
way that the human being of his own free will, which is the sign of his divine
origin, endeavours to guide all soul substances into God’s right order .... i.e.,
by creating a God-pleasing basis for all characteristics of the untold tiny souls,
hence by directing all instincts towards God. All cravings which are adverse to
God must be changed into God-inclined emotions, which is the conscious work
of improving the soul expected to be carried out by the human being during his
earthly life.

In practice, this means that everything which still adheres to the soul from
former embodiments has to be discarded, hence, animal instincts have to be
overcome, just as the desire for matter has to be stifled, because all instincts
came from the preliminary development and still cling to the soul as traits of the
earlier stages of development. All inclinations from past embodiments must be
discarded if higher development is to be successful, and everything that points to
progressive development should be endeavoured towards .... spiritually-divine
attributes such as humility, meekness, patience and compassion, peacefulness
and righteousness .... For all these qualities originate from love, which should
be developed into highest perfection during earthly life. Thereby a very clear
guideline was given for the human being’s task on earth, God’s will is revealed
to people through His Word .... The soul is, to a certain extent, still disordered
spiritual essence which should be guided into back into order, however, it can
make its own decision because it lives in the state of free will. It certainly is
ableto return to order but is not forced to do so. But as soon as it has put itself
in order the spirit of God will have access, which cannot penetrate a chaos of
instincts and disorderly substances, or rather, it may not interfere by bringing
order if the will is missing. Order will be established when the most prominent
individual attributes, which characterise a prior embodiment, are reversed into
the opposite, since all souls are imperfect at the start of their development
and becoming-perfect is the purpose and goal of their embodiment. Thus,
recognisable characteristics from past embodiments can never be in harmony
with divine order, but they must be changed into the opposite .... until only love,
kindness, humility, meekness, righteousness and compassion are the human
being’s nature and indicate his aspired perfection, until the divine order is
recognisable and the human being’s soul has reached its goal and can leave its
outer shell in order to strive as a spiritual being towards ascent in possession
of light and strength, which further its progress in the beyond surprisingly fast
....

My spirit is constantly at work in order to guide you into truth, but you must
also allow yourselves to be guided without resistance, that is, you should not use
your already acquired knowledge as a foundation which My revelations should
fit in with, but you must hear My revelations first and then compare them with
your knowledge. If they concur then they will also complement each other, then
this prior knowledge of yours will have flowed to you from a spiritual source
and serves the same purpose of guiding you into truth .... And so continue: The
higher development of individual souls in the kingdom of the beyond differs.
Every soul effectively has other tendencies, other abilities at its disposal tending
either upwards or downwards, which have to be developed or fought against
and this is always the result of realisation, because as long as the soul does
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not recognise its state it will be unable to muster the will for change. For this
reason it must already have been touched by a small ray of light so as to reach
this realisation .... on account of which intercession for souls in the beyond is
so tremendously important so that they will receive a ray of realisation, only
then will they actively strive to ascend. A soul which already achieved a degree
of realisation on earth, which thus tackles its work of improving itself on earth
already, is surrounded by so many beings of light in the spiritual kingdom that it
will always find help and quickly attain higher maturity. Hence it is particularly
important that a soul gains realisation on earth, thus knows its earthly task and
its own still inadequate state. For realisation is a big step towards perfection and
allows it to rapidly move through the regions of the spiritual kingdom, whereas
a soul lacking realisation often remains an incredibly long time below, because
it is imperative that it must have the basic knowledge which it will reject for a
long time before it is willing to be taught.

And this state of ignorance is extremely painful and can only be remedied
by loving intercession. Even these souls are supported by beings of light, yet
they remain close to them in disguise and cannot successfully influence them
because the soul’s free will has to be maintained. However, despite realising
its own inadequacies, despite knowing its faults, weaknesses and cravings, the
soul is unable to advance without help. And this help is Jesus Christ, on earth
as well as in the spiritual kingdom .... If He is called upon with the serious will
to ascend, success can be expected with certainty .... He helps where personal
strength does not suffice, He not only forgives the sins of the person who
appeals to Him for forgiveness, He is also the Provider of strength in the battle
as a conqueror .... No being is able to lift itself out of the abyss without His
strength, for an imperfect being is and will remain weak precisely because of
its imperfection. Only the bond with Jesus Christ imparts it with strength and
makes its struggle for perfection easier and also successful. Anyone who does
not come to Jesus Christ on earth must rush to Him in the beyond, or he will
forever remain below .... And, again, this has to be understood such that every
soul must come to love .... For Jesus Christ is the embodied love. Thus love
is the redeeming strength, love also acknowledges Jesus Christ, love has to be
practised on earth in order to ensure a flight of ascent in the beyond. But it also
has to be the driving force in the beyond, otherwise the soul would never be able
to achieve a higher degree of maturity. And therefore love is the only means to
discard all weaknesses and faults, for anyone who has love recognises himself
and consciously strives towards perfection, because he longs for the One Who
is love Itself, and this One will always help him, because love strives towards
love and the union in love is eternal bliss ....

Amen
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BD 8564 received 20.07.1963

Process of return ....

Nothing can be lost forever once it has arisen from Me and My strength .... It
continues to exist because it is everlasting and will infallibly return to Me as
the eternal source of strength, because this is based on My law of eternal order.
However, the being which came forth from Me as a perfect and divine being
was also able to voluntarily reverse its nature into the opposite, it was able to
relinquish its perfection and shape itself into an anti-divine being .... And so it
did and was not stopped by Me because I pursued a plan, because I had a goal in
mind for all ‘created’ beings: that they would become My ‘children’ which I was
unable to ‘create’, instead, they had to shape themselves into it of their own free
will .... Thus I did not prevent their apostasy from Me but prepared a process of
return for all once fallen beings: I reshaped the strength I once emanated as a
being into all kinds of works of creation .... I dissolved the beings into countless
minute particles, which animated the works of creation and thus the strength
became active again according to My will .... that is, every work of creation
had to fulfil its designated task as a matter of natural law, for I created nothing
without reason and purpose .... Each work of creation had its function and thus
My love and wisdom and might created an earthly world which sheltered all
these fallen tiny particles of soul which gradually increased in maturity because
they were intended to one day come together again as individual beings, and
this is because they were intended to embody themselves in a human being as
the once fallen original spirit in order to pass the final test of will: to voluntarily
turn to Me again, just as it had once voluntarily turned away from Me .... And
this infinitely long path of higher development signifies a path of service for the
tiny particles dissolved from the original being .... in contrast to the fall, which
was based on the being’s arrogance and thirst for power .... The return can only
take place by way of constant service which, admittedly, happens in the state of
compulsion until sooner or later, in the state of a human being, the being shall
voluntarily be of service, driven by love .... which then will guarantee its certain
perfection on this earth. The path the once fallen being has to take until it can
make its final decision in the state of free will as a human being is infinitely
long .... This path is so excruciatingly painful that his past memory has been
taken away from the human being because he should make a free decision and
the knowledge of the agony and suffering in the bound state would enslave his
freedom of wanting and thinking as a human being .... For fear would impel
him into making the right decision, but this would be utterly worthless for the
soul and its perfection ....
The human being should freely want to be of service for the sake of love and
attaining maturity himself, this is why he lives on earth .... For the human
being is the once fallen original spirit to whom My infinite love opens up all
possibilities in order to become again what he had been in the beginning: a
supremely perfect being but which has attained perfection of its own free will
which I was unable to give to the being and thereby the ‘created work’ has
become My image, My ‘child’ .... This is the goal had I set Myself from the
start, which required an infinitely long path of development and which is to be
understood as ‘My eternal plan of Salvation’ .... And now you humans know
that you are these fallen spirits and have almost reached the goal of voluntarily
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uniting yourselves with Me which, in turn, means that you should change
yourselves into love in order to be able to unite with Me, the eternal Love ....
Now you know that your existence did not simply start as a human being but
that you already existed for a very long time .... You know that you did not
originate from Me in the state that cannot be called perfect, for as humans
you have weaknesses and faults, you are not perfect creatures and therefore
cannot have come forth from Me in this state, since I can only create something
perfect .... And this knowledge should make you think and also lead to the
realisation that your earthly life must have a purpose: to achieve the perfection
again which was yours in the very beginning and which you voluntarily gave up
.... Thus you also know your task which consists of changing into love, which is
your fundamental element, for you are the same as I Am in your fundamental
substance .... Admittedly, as a human being you are still far removed from
perfection, nevertheless, you are and remain divine living creations which can
never cease to exist anymore and whose perfection I will take care of time and
again, who I will never let fall and who one day will very certainly reach the
final goal of being and remaining intimately united with Me for all eternity
.... The fact that you know little about it is only due to your weak degree of
love, otherwise you would be fully enlightened and also close to perfection.
Nevertheless, the knowledge of it is given to you by My side as long as you
are merely willing to accept it .... as long as you merely desire to know the
correlations concerning you, your God and Creator of eternity and the whole
of Creation .... Then you really will be instructed in all truthfulness and also
consciously travel your path on earth with the goal of final union with Me ....
You will attain perfection and a life in beatitude which will last forever ....

Amen

BD 7413 received 20.09.1959

Stage of self-awareness ....

You humans are conscious of your Self .... And this is the indication that you
are intelligent beings, i.e., that you are able to think and are therefore beings
who came forth from God, created in His image and therefore also aware of
yourselves. But from this time until your present life on earth you spent an
infinitely long time deprived of your self-awareness, a time, when you indeed
also animated the works of creations as something spiritually tangible but
this spiritual substance was not conscious of itself because it only ever passed
through these works of creation as a small component of a once self-aware being.
Only after all the small parts had come together again the being embodied itself
as a human being and then also entered the stage of self-awareness once again,
in which it now has to accomplish a task.

Hence, as a human being it carries a certain amount of responsibility for its
development because it is intellectually capable of recognising the pros and
cons of everyday life, thus it is able to assess the effects of its conduct on the
human being’s real Self .... the soul. As long as the being was not aware of itself
during the preliminary stages it did not have to shoulder responsibility either,
and it was subject to the law of compulsion .... it implemented what God’s
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will had assigned it to do. It behaved according to instinct, i.e. it was guided
by spiritual intelligences which influenced the spiritual substance within the
works of creation such that it performed the activity it was destined to do.

This, however, is different in the stage of a human being when it has self-
determination, when it thinks and acts, when, as a self-aware being, it has
complete freedom of thought, will and action .... And now it should consciously
think, want and behave in accordance with God’s will, it is no longer determined
by God’s will but its own will should decide and always in view of self-awareness,
for the human being perceives himself as the determining factor, he is aware
of himself .... He is no longer subject to unknown influence but chooses the
direction of his will according to his own liking, and he also knows that he will
have to be answerable to how he directs it.

This differentiates the human being from the animal, which is already far
advanced in its development but which, until its final incarnation as a human
being, will always remain a being that is subject to the law of compulsion and
incapable of self-determination, irrespective of how intelligent it appears to be.
It has not yet regained its self-awareness and therefore not reached the final
stage of embodiment either. But it will reach the final stage, for every soul will
sooner or later accept its path of earthly life when it embodies itself as a human
being and is conscious of its ego.

But the fact that the human being is a self-aware being should also make
him conclude that his Creator and Designer, his God of eternity, cannot be
an intangible spirit but that He, as the supremely perfect Being, is equally
intelligent and has free will otherwise living creations which demonstrate such
evidence of divinity could not have emerged from Him. For from the human
being .... the created .... it is also possible to infer to God, the Creator. The
highest Being has to be self-aware too, just like the human being is self-aware,
only to the highest perfection, because the human being is still undeniably an
imperfect being. But, despite his imperfection, he has self-awareness and only
this renders the human being a divine being, which was created in His image
and shall become as perfect again as it once was when it had come forth from
God.

‘Consciousness of Self ’ is the greatest miracle of the work of creation ‘Man’
.... People should consider the fact that they would live an empty life without
this self-awareness, which gives every person his personal hallmark in the first
place: to recognise himself as an intelligent being and to be able to make his
own free decisions, because the human being is able to think about himself and
integrate into the framework of creation in awareness of his ego .... in awareness
of determining for himself what his ‘ego’ wants .... Self-awareness is an obvious
mark of Divinity, for it is a sign of belonging to a kindred Being Which brought
him into being .... even if the being as a person is a mere distortion of what God
once created .... but he received his self-awareness and therefore is also able
to shape himself again into the original being he was in the beginning. In the
stage as a human being .... in the stage of self-awareness .... the being is able to
achieve whatever it wants, even if God now and then restricts its opportunity
of implementation, but it is capable of planning and thinking, always being
its own starting point, always experiencing itself in the centre of all happening
because it knows it exists and will not lose this consciousness again either. For
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this reason, however, it will also be held to account one day in regards to how
it dealt in earthly life with the great blessing of knowing that it is a self-aware
being which was designed by a Creator in order to be able to recognise itself and
to voluntarily establish the right kind of relationship with its Creator ....
The faculty of thought belongs to self-awareness and only this can yield the right
kind of fruit, but free will always has to be active too, which equally belongs to a
divine living creation .... And this free will has to utilise all divine gifts properly,
then the being will take the right path during its earthly life as a human being
which will, without fail, lead to a retransformation and it will return into its
Father’s house in all perfection, just as it once had come forth from there ....

Amen

BD 8575 received 30. - 31.7.1963

Explanation of matter and its task ....

All matter is solidified spirit .... And thus the whole earthly-material world
consists of My once emanated spiritual strength which initially did not fulfil
its purpose since it was not forced to do so but which, according to eternal
law, should become active and therefore was reshaped into manifold kinds of
creation whose function was subject to natural law and had to be fulfilled in the
law of compulsion. Through its lawful completion of activity the spiritual sub-
stance acquires a continually higher degree of development, and thus creation
is fundamentally spiritual substance in the most varied degrees of development
.... The development proceeds from the hardest rock, as plant or animal up
to the human being and is guaranteed by the constantly serving function of
every single work of creation. Time after time matter will be dissolved again,
that is, the spiritual substance constantly changes its external form and receives
another, more advanced form and thus gradually matures until the last stage,
when it may embody itself as a human being in order to release itself, again by
means of useful activity, from the final form on this earth.
Physical shells or external forms will always shelter more mature spiritual sub-
stances within themselves and serve them to mature .... The shells themselves
will always be dissolved again, and the spiritual substances within will likewise
unite with equally mature substances and accept their next forms until all the
strength, which was originally emanated as a ‘being’, has gathered again and
exists in its original composition again yet devoid of all love, which it once no
longer wanted to accept from Me. This love is then added by Me as a gift of grace
in the form of a tiny spark to the original spirit who then walks across earth as
the human being’s soul, and then he will be able to attain perfection again, he
will be able to become as perfect again as he was when he first originated from
Me, and then the ultimate goal I had in mind when I created the beings will
have been achieved ....
But it takes an infinitely long time for the former being to travel the path through
the creations of earth, for what is visible to you as matter needed long periods
of time for its transformation already, since the initially hard matter, the world
of rocks, does not easily let go of the spiritual substances. If lawful natural
influences did not cause a dissolution of the hard external shape it could take
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eternities until a slight loosening occurs, until the world of rocks shows a small
flicker of life in so far as that it changes within itself or falls apart and releases
the constrained spiritual substance, which will then be bound again in a lighter
form. And thus the form will be ever easier to dissolve, and all works of creation
provide the spiritual substances with the opportunity to mature in them thereby
gradually bringing this initially completely hardened, lifeless spirit to life .... The
succession of external shapes proceeds ever more rapidly, and a continuous cycle
of life and death, of development and disintegration can be observed throughout
creation .... Yet the spirit’s process of development takes an infinitely long time
which comes to an end as a human being on earth. The fact that every external
form is spiritual substance at the beginning of its development, and the fact that
every external form, in turn, shelters spiritual substances within itself which
have already acquired a higher degree of maturity and are meant to mature
further within the form, has to be kept apart .... And thus the external shell need
never be rated as highly as the spiritual substance that shelters within it, the
dissolution of the external form will always be an act of liberation for the captive
spirit therein and simultaneously signify a degree of higher development for the
matter which, as external form, envelopes the substances of soul. These covers
still need a long time until they, too, complete their final earthly progress as part
of a soul. Yet the more willingly such a shell carries out its ‘service’ the faster it
will progress, but always within lawful order. And thus, even the final external
cover .... the human body .... has a very significant task, the fulfilment of which
can also enable the body’s own intrinsic spiritual substances to rapidly progress
in their development .... if the body totally complies with the soul’s demands
it can thus also be spiritualised during its earthly life, which could mean a
shortened earthly progress for a fallen original spirit, whose body’s exceptional
service and suffering contributes towards the original spirit’s return to Me, when
he travels the path across earth as a human being and no longer needs to fear
a new descent into the abyss because these already matured substances assure
him certain completion .... The knowledge of this can motivate you to fully
consciously strive for the body’s spiritualisation during its earthly life and thus
lead a way of life which completely corresponds to the commandments of love,
for love is the way which leads to complete spiritualisation of the body ....

Amen

BD 8573 received 28.07.1963

Spiritualisation of soul and body ....
What is the physical body? ....

I will answer your every question in a way that it is comprehensible to you, even
if you are as yet incapable of understanding the most profound correlations
because of your low maturity of soul. Nevertheless you will not be left in the
dark about problems which occupy you and you are unable to solve yourselves.
And you shall be enlightened as soon as you desire light: The reconstruction of
the human soul happened in the same way as the disintegration of the being
took place after its apostasy from Me, after the solidification of its substance ....
The individual tiny particles, having gone through the works of creation for the
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purpose of maturing, were gathered again, the mineral, plant and animal world
released all particles belonging to a fallen being again and these united in the
end and now constitute the human soul .... Hence this soul is the once fallen
original spirit which shall return to Me, to its origin, when it passes the final
test of will in earthly life, which necessitates its free will .... This soul embodies
itself in a cover of flesh, in a material body, and this consists again of countless
spiritual substances which are still at the beginning of their higher development
.... For all matter is spiritual substance at the start of its development, which
already shelters more mature spirits within which must be of service and thereby
mature fully .... Matter itself has a far longer path ahead of itself until it, too,
can embody itself as a ‘soul’ .... Yet the time every spiritual substance takes to
travel the path can differ considerably .... Spiritual substance within matter can
mature faster, but matter itself can also be dissolved quicker if it complies with
its serving function without resistance .... if the resistance of the bound spirit
within matter subsides quickly and it is helpful .... This is the case if it is in
surroundings where there is a recognisable and conscious striving towards Me,
which has a beneficial effect on all spiritual substance and also shortens its path
of development because it is often permitted to be of service.

Understand it like this: Where an inclination for matter still exists, where
no spiritual striving is noticeable, that is where matter is being hoarded, it is
given little opportunity to serve and this extends the state of constraint in this
material item .... just as it can be considerably shortened if the human being
does not strive to increase his earthly possessions and thus constantly gives the
few material possessions he owns the opportunity to be of service .... Then the
human being himself, through his attitude towards Me and matter, contributes
towards a faster dissolution of the latter and the bound spiritual substance
therein will be able to change its external form far more often and faster and
also reach the stage when all particles have come together again sooner and the
embodiment as a human soul can take place. Even the soul’s earthly-physical
cover is still consolidated matter whose substance belongs to a once-fallen
original spirit .... which likewise shall pass the final test of will as a soul on
earth one day .... If, during earthly life, a person succeeds in spiritualising his
body of flesh simultaneously with his soul .... which, admittedly, only happens
rarely but is nevertheless possible .... then its spiritual substances will join the
soul and attain a certain state of spiritual maturity, so that the beings of light,
which take care of the fallen spirits, will also influence the spiritual substance
bound within the form such that it will quickly reach full maturity, because a
soul which achieves such a spiritualisation together with the body, emanates
extraordinary strength on all substances of a soul which still has to go through
the process of development .... Thus the soul takes its spiritual body along
into the spiritual kingdom and emanates these spiritualised substances again
as strength to the original being they belong to, and this being will travel its
process of development in a far shorter time, because the fully mature spirit will
also prevent a relapse when the soul lives on earth as a human being .... For
the body’s substances have been redeemed by its indwelling soul and can never
experience a relapse again .... Instead, they will also exert influence on the soul
in the form of strength and drive the latter into increased spiritual striving ....
this is why the human being should consider it a very great task to spiritualise
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his body as well .... why the human being should do everything in order to
achieve this spiritualisation by not only helping his own soul but also the soul
whose substances served him as a material cover during his life on earth ....
Earthly matter will fade away when the hour of death has come .... A spiritualised
body, however, joins the soul and flows again as strength to that original spirit to
which it belongs, so that the latter will noticeably feel the help and, while in the
human stage, can never fall back into the abyss because the already spiritualised
substances prevent it from doing so .... Through physical suffering and pain
you can still help many of its still immature substances to mature fully .... You
can still make small sacrifices of atonement for these spiritual beings if you,
in a conscious state, humbly bear the suffering which is indeed caused by the
body’s immature substances but which, through your love for everything that is
still unredeemed and your willingness to help, contributes towards the body’s
spiritualisation. Then you will not only attain your own soul’s maturity but you
will also help another original spirit to mature faster if you redeem everything
unspiritual in you, which still belongs to My adversary, through your love and
your will to help wherever it is possible .... If this redemption does not take place
the body will go its natural course by dissolving and decaying and serving the
untold number of tiniest living organisms again to grow and then its path will
be much longer, but even these substances will gather again one day and the
final embodiment in a form on this earth will take place. Always remember that
matter is spiritual substance at the beginning of its development which already
shelters more matured spirit within itself, in order to enable the latter to be of
service, by means of which everything spiritual ascends.
You must differentiate between body and soul, and then it will be easier for
you to understand the purpose and reason of physical suffering and pain and
why Jesus’ path to the cross is presented to you humans, Whom you should
follow .... For He carried the sins for you humans, His soul was entirely without
sin and yet He suffered indescribably .... And if you suffer, then consider that
you, too, should be willing to make a sacrifice for that spiritual substance which
serves you as an external form so that you will attain perfection .... You can also
considerably shorten its path of suffering, and your love should induce you to
provide redeeming help for everything that has become sinful ....

Amen

BD 7262 received 21.01.1959

Resurrection ....
Decomposition of the flesh ....

Everyone of you living on earth will physically die, but your soul will either arise
into life or remain dead, if it did not strive for life on earth. Thus, resurrection
is assured to all of you who desire to live .... For those who do not believe in
the resurrection do not desire life for their soul either, instead, only the life of
their physical body is possibly desirable for them, which they seek to prolong as
far as they are able to do so. But they will die and remain dead for an infinitely
long time to come, even though one day resurrection will be assured to them
too .... However, anyone who seeks and strives towards attaining life for his soul
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can also be certain that it will rise from the dead after the death of the body,
for Jesus Christ provided the evidence for this, Who arose from the dead on
the third day, Who had conquered death and the one who had brought death
into the world. Admittedly, His resurrection is being doubted by believers and
unbelievers, for even the believers are unable to grasp this greatest of miracles
and are often inclined to harbour quiet doubts as long as they merely ‘believe’
but have not yet brought this faith alive properly. But as soon as My spirit can
work in the human being these doubts will be clarified and Jesus’ resurrection
will be the clear evidence of his own resurrection for him, he will know that he
will not die but only enter from this life into the kingdom of the beyond, where
he will live forever.

The resurrection of Jesus Christ is a constantly disputed problem amongst
people, for on the one hand they want to doubt it, on the other hand they
want to deduce from it a resurrection of ‘the flesh’ because they believe that
Jesus also arose in the flesh on the third day .... They don’t yet realise that Jesus
only made Himself visible to people in order to help them to believe, but that
they only ever saw his spiritual body which presented itself to them visibly.
All the substances of his physical body had spiritualised themselves through
His crucifixion, and thus the ‘man’ Jesus had put on a spiritual garment when
He visibly approached His disciples .... And you, too, will put on this spiritual
garment at your resurrection into life .... The physical body stays behind and its
substances continue the path of higher development; hence the body of flesh
decomposes and its substances animate other forms again which are still at the
beginning of their development .... Thus they will never enclose the soul again,
they will never be the shell for the soul again and be resurrected with it at the
same time .... And yet the soul will arise from the dead if it has fulfilled My will
on earth, if it strives to enter the life I promised it when I lived on earth as Jesus,
the human being. A resurrection is assured to all of you, yet you determine
the time yourselves. However, you must gain the right understanding of a
‘resurrection of the flesh’, for the works of your flesh will certainly be judged
and according to these will be your resurrection .... either to life or, if your works
give evidence against you, to death, the banishment into hard matter. And this
is once again an infinitely long lasting state of helplessness and darkness, a
state of death which, however, you aspired to on earth yourselves because you
lacked the faith that you are destined for life and not death, which you caused
yourselves .... For this reason I arose from the dead in order to provide you
humans with this evidence .... And yet, you can only believe it again if you,
through a life of love, awaken your spirit which will subsequently explain and
instruct you about everything, and then you will also be able to believe with
conviction what cannot be proven to you. Strive towards life and you will never
ever need to fear death, you will live forever in strength and light and freedom
....

Amen
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BD 4845 received 23.02.1950

Composition of the soul ....
Miniature creation ....

The human being’s soul is a formation consisting of inconceivably numerous
miniature creations. It is effectively a composition of creations which were its
past embodiments, so that it can be called the whole work of God’s creation
Who demonstrated His infinite love, wisdom and omnipotence in the human
soul. The human being has no idea that he shelters the entire creation in his
soul, but when, after the death of his body, he is able to behold himself in
the spiritual kingdom he will look with utmost reverence and love for God
upon the works of wonder he finds within himself again. The soul substance
of every embodiment during this process of development is gathered, and thus
the individual substances of the human soul have moved through the whole
of creation and now exhibit an incredible versatility. Only then will it become
obvious how magnificent God’s works of creation are, and His greatness, His
love, wisdom and omnipotence will emerge so distinctly that all living creations
remain poised in reverence and love for God Who provides such immeasurable
happiness to His living creations through becoming aware of His strength
and the realization of Himself. However, the soul requires a certain degree of
maturity as to be able to behold itself, this is why it is one of the beatitudes
belonging to those in the kingdom of light. Beholding the soul is part of Jesus’
promise ‘eye has not seen, nor ear heard, the things which I have prepared for
those who love Me ....’ Hence the soul can examine all areas, it can behold
what it has never seen before, but which is undeniably present in creation,
and it is aware of the fact that these wonders will never end, that constantly
new formations emerge and yet it will never tire of beholding these creations,
instead it will want to see increasingly more and thus also become increasingly
happier. The soul is something imperceptible for human senses and therefore
cannot be understood either. For the person on earth it is something spiritual,
in the spiritual kingdom, however, it is the essence, it is that which animates the
spiritual creations, it is the true living being in the spiritual kingdom because
it is permeated by the strength of God. And thus it finds within itself every
thought of God again which He shaped into a form through His strength of
will. Every work of creation is a manifested thought of God. And so the human
soul is an enormous work of creation in miniature .... yet for people on earth it
is a doubtful concept, it is something of whose existence they are not entirely
convinced and which they can never prove scientifically either. Earthly people
consider the soul a nothing or a questionable object, in truth, however, it is
the most magnificent creation which gives evidence of God’s love, wisdom and
omnipotence, which glorifies Him in the spiritual kingdom, which is everlasting
and gives rise to constantly praising God by all those who dwell in the kingdom
of light and are blessed ....

Amen
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BD 8012 received 05.10.1961

Further explanation regarding the soul ....

It is necessary to clarify the concept of the ‘soul’ so that you do not live in error:
Everything you see around yourselves is spiritual strength .... which was once
emanated by Me as beings which were dissolved when they did not use the
strength of love, which flowed to them ceaselessly, in accordance with My will.
For this strength must become active according to the law of eternal order. Thus I
reshaped this strength of love, once emanated as ‘beings’, into works of creation
which perform a serving function. And so all of creation which surrounds you
is basically the strength which was externalised by Me as independent beings.
And regardless of how solidified the spiritual strength is that became matter
.... they are all sparks of light and love which emanated from Me, My will
merely gave them a shape according to My love and wisdom .... However, this
spiritual substance can no longer cease to exist, My once emanated strength
will inevitably return to Me again .... Yet the degree of maturity of everything
around you varies considerably, because the meaning and purpose of creation
is to bring the spiritual substance to full maturity since, as a result of its fall into
the abyss, it had completely reversed its nature and, by means of this process
of probation, this purification process through the whole of creation, shall deify
itself again, thus become an independent being once more, which will work
in light and strength and freedom for its own happiness. Sooner or later all
tiny particles of a dissolved original spirit will gather again .... and this will
then live on earth in the external shape of a human being in order to achieve
its final perfection of its own free will. Hence this soul is My once emanated
strength of love, yet all of its substances still need purification .... Nevertheless,
it is a spiritual substance, for everything you see is spiritual strength, even if it
is consolidated as matter as a result of My will .... The spiritual essence which
now animates the human being as a ‘soul’ has certainly reached a certain degree
of maturity already, or it would not be permitted to embody itself as a human
being; however, one cannot speak of a ‘perfect’ soul, because it travelled through
Lucifer’s realm and its thoughts and intentions are still satanically inclined. But
it is the once fallen original spirit which, through earthly progress, can entirely
release itself from all unspiritual influences, which can freely want and act and
therefore also has the opportunity to achieve final perfection on earth and to
enter the kingdom of the beyond as a radiant spirit of light again when it has
to leave the earthly body. Hence the soul is something invisible to the human
eye which is everlasting, which continues to exist for all eternity, whilst matter
.... every external form that is visible to the eye .... is transient but will also only
be disintegrated by My will in order to release the spiritual substance concealed
therein ....
So the visible creation is likewise a spiritual substance which was once exter-
nalised as beings, it merely goes through these creations in a disintegrated state,
yet one day it will be mature enough so that the fallen original spirit will be
permitted to embody itself as a soul in a human being. Although the soul has
the shape of a human it is, however, only visible to the spiritual eye, that is, only
a certain degree of maturity enables another soul to see the former, just as the
beings in the spiritual kingdom were once able to recognise and communicate
with each other, but only because they possessed spiritual vision, which the
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human being or soul which departed from earth in an immature state does not
possess. Thus the soul is not a substantial form anymore, if ‘substance’ is to
be understood as something material, visible .... It is a spiritual form, it is My
emanated strength which gives life to a dead form .... the human body. Even so,
the soul can think, feel and want, which the body itself cannot do once the actual
life, the soul, is missing .... The human organs certainly perform their functions,
yet always driven by or animated by the soul, the real Self, which determines
the activity of all these functions. This is why the whole responsibility for the
existence on earth rests on the soul, never on the body .... but it would always
think and act wrongly had I not provided it with the spiritual spark as My share,
which subsequently tries to influence the soul to subordinate itself to its urging
and which always wants to advise it according to My will yet never forcibly
influence the soul. It is entirely up to the soul to submit itself to the desire of
the spirit or to the body’s wishes; this is the actual test of earthly life the soul
will have to pass in order to be able to enter the spiritual kingdom in a perfect
state. You humans must get used to the idea that this very ‘fallen spirit’ is your
real Self .... But that this original spirit at the beginning of its embodiment as
a human being is still very impure, for it lives in Lucifer’s realm, it travelled
through all creations in which everything satanic is bound. And the human
external frame is matter too, thus a spiritual substance that is still in the process
of development .... For the final perfection shall only take place during earthly
life but it can be attained, because the act of Salvation was accomplished by
Jesus Christ, My first begotten Son, Whom I sent to Earth in order to redeem
the immense original sin which denied all fallen beings entry into the kingdom
of light ....

The soul of the man called Jesus was therefore a soul of light which, for the
purpose of a mission, descended into the realm of darkness .... A soul of light
embodied itself in a cover of flesh, in the body of a temporal human which was
just like any other human. Although the soul of light prepared this shell first,
for it had to be a pure vessel, because I Myself wanted to take abode in Jesus, the
man. Nevertheless, the body of flesh consisted of earthly material substances,
because Jesus the human being had to accomplish an act of deification on
Himself which was to serve other people as an example .... which therefore all
people will have to accomplish in order to perfect themselves.

Moreover, Jesus’ soul, a profoundly pure soul of light, found itself in dark
surroundings; it descended into Lucifer’s realm and was subsequently exposed
to all onslaughts on him. However, Jesus’ soul was not a fallen spirit. But since
it had to travel through the abyss it was unable to resist everything unspiritual
which badly besieged it on Lucifer’s instructions. Jesus’ soul was light in all its
fullness .... Yet when it descended into the abyss it left the light behind since
it would irrevocably have consumed the people in darkness. Jesus therefore
only entered His physical shell to a limited extent, He did not let His light of
love shine yet love was in Him, He did not deprive Himself of love and this
love intimately united Him with Me, His Father of eternity. Thus Jesus’ soul
consisted of spirit made of My spirit, it, too, was emanated by Me as light of
love and did not surrender it either when it came into the world. But then
My adversary’s influence started, who wanted to prevent Jesus’ act of Salvation
and also sought to draw Jesus’ soul down into the darkness. By virtue of the
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enormous light of love Jesus could easily have resisted his every onslaught but
this would have put the following of Jesus into jeopardy, he would never have
exemplified, as a ‘human being’, the life His fellow human beings should live in
order to release themselves from My adversary, instead, divine strength alone
would have accomplished something which would never have been possible
for any human being. This is why a soul of light consciously took up the
battle against My adversary by offering him every target .... He challenged him
deliberately and that meant, at the same time, not fighting the demons when
they tried to take possession of His soul .... He did not defeat them by virtue
of His power but by virtue of His love, that is, He pacified them, He brought
redemption to them, for His love was greater than great and, during His earthly
life as a human being, it grew into a sea of flames .... He accepted Me Myself
as the Eternal love in Him .... He did not yield to the adversary’s temptations
but overcame every challenge, every desire by these demons with boundless
patience and mercy in order to help these unredeemed spirits and to place them
into a state that they could adapt to His soul .... And love accomplished the work
that all still unredeemed physical substances adapted to His soul, that soul and
body radiated in supreme abundance of light and united with Me, the eternal
light of Love ....

And this very same process happens when a most elevated spirit of light ....
an angel-spirit... wants to take the path through the abyss in order to attain
childship to God, in order to voluntarily become a supremely perfect spirit
which can create in and with Me in free will .... In that case, the spirit will always
limit its abundance of light and strength, because it would burst the human
body, which is not a pure spiritual body as yet .... Thus the spirit of light takes
on the shape of the human body and yet remains a spiritual body .... And this
spiritually ‘limited’ form is the soul which animates the otherwise dead body of
flesh in the first place .... When this soul leaves the body of flesh again it will
no longer be restricted and will be a free spirit again, full of light and strength
.... but it does not exclude the possibility that this spirit had once taken the
path through the abyss as a human soul .... But such a spirit will also have
extraordinary spiritual abilities at its disposal in earthly life, for although it is
exposed to the most severe temptations on the part of My adversary it will never
completely lose its connection with Me, and the strength of its love will also
ensure that it will emerge as the victor. For what My adversary failed to achieve
when he caused the apostasy of the great host of originally created spirits from
Me, he will not achieve now either .... And yet, a light spirit’s life on earth
will always be a particularly difficult one until it has quite openly passed the
important test of will which turned it into My child that will forever be united
with Me, with its Father, and then enjoy unlimited beatitudes ....

Amen
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BD 8008a received 01.10.1961

Every soul is an original spirit .... I.

You should pay attention to My voice when it speaks to you .... for My spirit will
guide you into truth. If you want to be instructed of the truth then you can only
receive it from Me Myself, the Eternal Truth Itself: When I once externalised
the beings of My love, every being was a self-aware spirit which had a most
intimate relationship with Me and was constantly permeated by My love. The
permeation of love placed the being into a state of brightest realisation .... it
was illuminated, it recognised Me Myself and everything that surrounded it ....
Every being was an immeasurably happy God-like spirit. And yet, for reasons
which have been explained to you many times already, countless beings fell
away from Me while many others remained with Me .... The former lost their
light, whereas the latter kept their immense abundance of light and did not
follow My adversary .... the first fallen original spirit .... into the abyss. And
with these remaining original spirits I create and work in infinity .... But you
humans are also aware of the fact that I set Myself the goal for the deification of
all created spiritual beings and that this deification has to be accomplished by
the being’s own free will ....You know why the beings had once fallen, and you
also received the information of My eternal plan of Salvation which pursues the
return of all fallen spirits and which will certainly be achieved one day. You are
aware of the fact that childship to God is the highest goal and that, according to
My plan of eternity, all beings, which live on earth as humans, are able to achieve
childship to God .... if their free will seriously strives for it .... Then every once
fallen being will have attained the highest degree of bliss, it will have become
My image, it will be able to create and work entirely of its own free will and,
yet, it will be completely the same as My will, it will no longer be determined
by Me yet My child will have completely acquired My will and will therefore be
inconceivably happy .... And this exceedingly high degree of bliss is also desired
by My remaining spiritual beings, for although they are in direct contact with
Me, although they are constantly permeated by My strength of love they are still
created beings according to My will which cannot but think and act according
to My will, which are more or less only ever implementers of My will. Making
this difference clear to you humans requires a high degree of maturity which
you do not possess as yet, so in view of your limited thinking I can only explain
to you such things which your intellect is able to grasp, precisely because you
lost this profound realisation about all correlations in the spiritual kingdom as
a result of your fall into the abyss and have not yet attained the final realisation
on earth. Nevertheless, it suffices you to know that the beings which remained
with Me will also take the path across Earth one day in order to attain childship
to God, which will immeasurably augment their beatitude.
This path across earth therefore requires a life in the flesh, the existence as a
human being, just like the once fallenspiritual beings must do in order to pass
their test of will. Consequently, a spirit of light wishing to embody itself on
earth will also choose an earthly body for its abode whose spiritual substances
have already attained a certain degree of maturity so that a spirit of light can
occupy it, that it will animate the dead external form .... the human body ....
and start its path across Earth in it. This spirit of light is therefore the spiritual
strength which has to flow into a human body, which is born into the world as a
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human being and which can only ‘live’ when this spiritual strength .... the soul
.... the divine breath .... is breathed into this external form by My all embracing
Fatherly love, Which has set Itself the goal of deifying all Its created beings
into children. So this angel-spirit animates the human being as a soul, and
since the body’s substances, although more clarified than those of most people,
are still immature, since they, in My adversary’s world, are also exposed to his
influences .... and since the angel-spirit has to fulfil a spiritual task on earth as
well and is also usually unaware of its origin .... the soul .... its real Self .... must
resist all temptations which confront it from outside. It must fight against all
instincts which still adhere to the body, because the latter had passed through
all works of creation, and as a human must often travel an extremely difficult
path of life during which his free will must not fail, where he will always have to
take refuge in Me as his Father so as not to lose the strength he needs on earth.
For as an angel-spirit he had voluntarily given up his abundance of light and
strength when he started the process across earth. Nevertheless, the bond with
Me is very strong because such a person is permeated by unusually ardent love
which is the most reliable guarantee that he will reach his goal on earth, that he
will return to Me as ‘My child’ because this was his greatest desire while he was
in My kingdom .... Hence every spirit of light will always go through the same
process, it will always, as a ‘soul’, enter an earthly material form which will exert
a more or less strong influence due to its multifarious composition and which
will present many tasks to the soul, for this external form will always have passed
through earthly matter .... unless, due to previous unusual influences having
clarified its substances already, it can very quickly follow the requirements of My
divine spiritual spark which, in the embodied beings of light glows especially
brightly and can achieve a complete spiritualisation of all substances faster ....

And so the soul of Jesus was also a most elevated spirit of light .... He, too,
entered an earthly material external form and gave life to this form when He,
as a soul, took possession of the external cover, when He was born on earth.
The vessel which gave birth to Him was pure and immaculate, His conception
was not a low act of the senses .... even so, his body was the same as every other
human body because He was meant to accomplish the work of spiritualisation
as an example which should and can be emulated by all people. His soul, even
though it came from above, was also harassed by immature spirits which He was
not allowed to shake off but which, by virtue of His love, He had to spiritualise
as well, which required tremendous work on Himself and such work must
likewise be carried out by every angel-spirit in earthly life, because the process
through the ‘abyss’ also means the conquering of everything that belongs to the
abyss and afflicts these people .... Their great love, however, accomplishes this
work with perseverance and patience. And usually they succeed in spiritualising
body and soul .... that is, to also redeem the still unspiritual substances which
join the soul, to establish complete order in themselves while at the same time
fulfilling an exalted mission they voluntarily offered to do ....

Amen
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BD 8008b received 02.10.1961

Every soul is an original spirit .... II.

Every substance, every spiritual being which once emerged from My love, is
emanated strength .... In their fundamental element they are the same as Me
Myself, they are made of the strength of My love .... The fallen spirits were
dissolved into countless tiny particles for the purpose of being led back to
Me; the once emanated strength was reshaped into all kinds of creations, for
the strength had to become active again somehow because this is the law of
eternity. But these dissolved tiny particles gathered again, and every once fallen
original spirit receives its self-awareness back as soon as it lives on earth as a
human being, as soon as it starts the final stage of the infinitely long process of
development before it enters the spiritual realm once more. Hence this gathered
spiritual substance animates a human being’s external form .... The soul itself
is therefore the once-fallen original spirit, it is the self-aware being which once
originated from Me in an abundance of light and voluntarily fell away from Me
and which My adversary .... the first-fallen spirit of light .... pulled into the abyss.
The host of originally created spirits was innumerable and the number of beings
which remained with Me was also inconceivably great .... Yet they, too, were
basically the same: emanated strength of love from Me. If therefore a spirit of
light, an angel-being, takes the path across the earth for the purpose of attaining
childship to God, it enters the same situation as every fallen spirit .... It enters
a cover of flesh which consists of more or less tiny matured spiritual particles,
for the flesh belongs to this earth .... The body can certainly be more clarified
and shelter fewer substances opposed to Me but it is always earthly material
substance which is, after all, the reason why all earthly progress becomes a
difficult trial or test of will for the soul inhabiting a body of flesh ....
For challenges need to be present, even a soul of light must experience battles of
the flesh which My adversary will initiate, time and again, by using an external
cover in order to attack the soul in every way. And thus, even a soul of light
will be subject to severe temptations, since the earthly body is in My adversary’s
realm and he will especially provoke a soul of light in order to make it fall,
since he had not succeeded in the past. Yet such a soul’s exceptionally strong
willingness to love also assures it a constant flow of strength from above, for
it will not renounce its bond with Me, it is powerfully drawn to Me and this
yearning of love is a formidable weapon in the battle with the adversary, from
which it will certainly emerge victoriously .... However, you must not think that
a spirit of light .... a non-fallen spirit .... will join a fallen spirit in order to take
the path across earth together .... Every soul is an original spirit, whether fallen
or not .... The fallen original spirit goes through the process of development
dissolved in countless substances until it is permitted to embody itself as a
human being, until it therefore enters a human external shape as a ‘soul’ ....
The non-fallen spirit does not need to be dissolved; instead, it enters a human
cover as a soul from above .... just like those beings of light which attained a
high degree of light in the kingdom of the beyond and, for the sake of a mission,
want to repeat the path on earth with the goal of attaining childship to God
.... Such souls directly embody themselves in the flesh .... My once emanated
strength flows as a ‘breath of life’ into the external human form and gives life to
this form .... You humans should always remember that everything which was
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once ‘created’ by Me is My emanated strength of love which, as a result of My
will, became self-aware beings which can never perish. But I can also reshape
this strength, I can dissolve these beings and let other creations arise if I thereby
pursue a purpose which is based on My love and wisdom .... However, I can also
clothe such a self-aware being with the cover of a human being if My love and
wisdom thereby hopes to achieve a purpose .... And every soul, which ought to
be regarded as a human being’s real life, is an original spirit .... to whom My
infinite love offers the opportunity of attaining childship to God on earth, which
every created being must strive for and accomplish itself ....

Amen

BD 5063 received 14.02.1951

Individuality of each soul ....

When My creative will became active My wisdom also realised the accom-
plishment of all that which My love and strength had created; I saw the fallen
spiritual beings’ process of development as well as the partial relapse into the
abyss, I saw a countless multitude of originally created beings fighting each
other in the universe. I saw satanic actions everywhere in the spiritual kingdom
and in the earthly-material creations .... I saw the rise and fall, I saw the con-
stantly changing shapes and My wisdom recognised most clearly that the huge
redemption work will be successful one day, which delighted My love and thus
My will was incessantly active. I foresaw the achievement an eternity ago .... yet
I also saw the countless originally created spirits which would remain opposed
to Me and need an infinitely long time before they surrender to Me without
resistance. But this did not trouble Me for time does not exist for Me, if only I
reach My goal one day. Yet the plan of redemption for these spirits remaining
in opposition to Me considerably deviates from the one for the less hardened
spiritual beings, for the former require several infinitely long periods of devel-
opment until their final redemption, and each one signifies a different process
of redemption than the preceding one. For the sin keeps increasing the more
often free will is misused, and the final stage as a human being also provides
the spiritual entity with awareness, because I endow him with intelligence by
virtue of which he can distinguish between right and wrong. Before a human
being’s soul can be formed the individual soul substances must effectively have
travelled through all creations, the soul will have gathered all minute particles
which once belonged to a freely spiritually creating original entity, and this
original entity receives, as a human being, the self-awareness again which it no
longer possessed during the preliminary stages of development. Then the soul
will continue to remain a self-aware individual entity in the spiritual kingdom,
although it will then work and create in unity with equally mature souls .... It
will recognise itself for what it once had been and is incredibly happy in this
self-awareness. But the final test of earthly life can, although it is not too diffi-
cult, also be failed; in that case My work of redemption has not been possible
during one course of development and the being will have to go through a
second and far more difficult process of redemption, it must once again take
abode in new material creations, the soul will be dissolved again into untold
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minutely small particles and, depending on its nature, engendered into various
shells once more and the path of higher development will start anew.

A soul which deserts Me as a human being increases its sin many times over
and must therefore also suffer considerably more than during the individual
developmental stages of the previous period. Yet even then My infinite love
will be at work again in order to help this soul to ascend, so that, at the end
of its earthly progress in the law of compulsion the re-assembled soul can
incarnate itself in a body of flesh with the purpose of passing its final test of will
on this earth. Although at a later state of maturity this soul can undoubtedly
look back upon an entirely different earthly progress than that of the period
before, nevertheless it remains the same spiritual being but will only recognise
itself as such when it reaches the specific degree of light when it receives its
past memory again. Every soul entering the spiritual kingdom after its physical
death remains what it is and can continue to ascend constantly higher and, in
unity with equally mature spiritual beings, bring happiness to countless beings
on earth as well as in the spiritual kingdom; but it always remains the same
being and will never lose its self-awareness again. If, however, it descends into
the abyss, its thinking will become confused, it no longer recognises itself and if
it descends to the lowest point it can also harden into solid matter again, thus
starting the process of development in new creations on earth once more. The
being only recognises itself during a specific degree of maturity, and this degree
of maturity has been attained as soon as the soul is permitted to embody itself
as a human being, on account of which the human being is in clear possession
of self-awareness which the soul will not lose again unless it descends into
profound darkness again, where it can no longer recognise itself for what it is
and what it had been. I will collect every spiritual being again which once went
astray, I want to regain it in the same condition as it once came forth from Me.
I want to draw completely free, supremely perfect angel beings burning with
love to My heart and I will achieve this goal even if takes eternities, for My love,
wisdom and might is without bounds and My creative will shall never end until
even the last spiritual being is redeemed and has become My child ....

Amen

BD 8117 received 05.03.1962

The soul’s individuality ....

For the sake of complete clarity I want to give you a further explanation: The
spiritual being I brought into life, that is, which I externalised from Me as
something spiritually tangible, cannot be denied individuality .... This being
was created in My image; it was externalised by Me into infinity as entirely
separate; it was self-aware and therefore also recognised itself as a thinking
being with free will .... It was a miniature of Me Myself, but so minute compared
to My fundamental fullness that one can indeed speak of a ‘tiny spark’ from
the fiery sea of My strength of love .... And yet it was an individual with
self-determination, except that through the influx of strength of love it was
constantly in contact with Me, but it did not hinder the being in any way ....
It was free and full of light and strength .... It was a divine creature which had
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come forth from Me in supreme perfection and from My side experienced no
limitation of any kind. Any limitation or restriction of its light and strength was
caused by itself because it was able to make its own choices .... And the same
also applies to all spiritual beings which the first-created spirit brought into
life through its will with the use of My strength .... They, too, were supremely
perfect, every being was conscious of itself and thus an individual which was
able to be separately and fully independently active in the spiritual kingdom
in free will. Hence no being was bound to Me and My characteristics by force,
every being moved freely and separately within the spiritual creations and was
inconceivably happy. If therefore a ‘fall of the spirits’ is spoken of .... a descent of
the original spirits into the abyss, it should be understood such that the beings
refused to receive My illumination of love, that they rejected the flow of My
strength of love, which ceaselessly poured out of Me and permeated everything
with light and strength .... They no longer accepted My spirit, My love, they
separated themselves from Me deliberately but would never be able to fade
away again because they were and will forever remain My emanated strength of
love. Each fallen original spirit was a being in its own right, an ‘individual’ ....
and will remain so for all eternity .... It strove away from the Eternal Light, from
the Primary Source, and therefore deprived itself of all light and strength ....

But the original spirit remained the being which once came forth from Me in
supreme perfection. Even if the infinitely long process of guiding the spiritual
being back to Me, where this being is dissolved and its tiny particles have to
go through all creations .... all these particles come together again and, after
endlessly long periods of time, form the self-aware being again .... the fallen
original spirit .... so that shortly before its perfection as the human being’s soul
it can make a free decision again as to whether it wants to return to the realm
of the blessed spirits or whether it will infinitely prolong its return again as a
result of its own opposition .... However, the self-aware being .... the human
being .... shelters as soul the spirit I once externalised, which will always and
forever remain the same individual that once originated from Me .... It was
perfect and chose the abyss of its own free will but it did not cease to exist, it did
not become fragmented, it is and forever remains the self-aware being, with the
exception of the path of return through the creations when its self-awareness is
taken away, when it is dissolved and in the state of compulsion takes the path
of higher development .... And even if the being has to travel the path through
the creations more than once .... it will always remain the same self-aware being
which once turned away from Me, which rejected the strength of My love and
thus deliberately separated itself from Me despite the fact that this can never
happen because everything that emerges from Me will always be inseparably
connected to Me. Thus the ‘apostasy of the spirits’ is also to be understood
literally .... The self-aware being I once emanated fell because I did not stop it
and because it was able to determine its own fate in free will. And this spiritual
being must return to Me again in supreme perfection if it wants to unite with
Me in order to be incomparably happy forever .... For as soon as I can permeate
it with My love again it will also regain its original state. However it always
remains aware of itself .... it is lovingly united with Me and yet a free being
which nevertheless has entirely entered into My will and therefore can create
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and work with Me in inconceivable happiness ....
Amen

BD 7265 received 25.01.1959

The soul consciously starts earthly life ....
Past memory ....

Prior to your embodiment as a human being your destiny of life was presented
to you and you entered this final embodiment in full realisation of what will
happen to you in earthly life, because the final goal you would be able to reach
was simultaneously obvious to you and because it was your own free will to
release yourselves from the final form through this earthly progress. Afterwards,
however, this past memory was taken away from you and thus your life proceeds
without you being conscious of the success you could achieve. However, there
is no other option, otherwise free will would not come into its own, which has
to accomplish your final perfection in the first place. But it is certainly possible
for you to overcome all difficult strokes of fate granted to you, for no person will
have to bear more than he is able to cope with, albeit with the strength of God,
which is always at his disposal .... However, if a person only relies on his own
strength, life’s offerings can undoubtedly devastate him. Yet he always has the
opportunity to request strength from God .... he has the opportunity to pray ....
But this presupposes his belief in a God and Father of eternity, otherwise the
person would never call upon a God for strength and help. Yet every person
who still lacks faith can find it if he reflects on his life, his destiny and everything
that surrounds him. A thinking person will truly not find it difficult to attain
faith in a powerful and wise Creator, he just does not often want to admit that
his relationship with this Creator is so close that He is even willing to help
him in every adversity, no matter how small or great, if He is asked to do so.
Such people lack belief in the correlation between the Creator and His living
creation, thus a God of love is barely credible to them, consequently, they keep
themselves distant from the One Who, however, wants to be called upon by
His creatures so that they prove their bond with Him. For this reason people
will time and again be afflicted by strokes of fate which are not only intended to
make the affected people themselves but also their fellow human beings think
about their attitude towards a God and Creator, Who also wants to be the Father
of His children to Whom He gave life.

With God’s strength every individual human being is capable of overcoming
even the most severe strokes of fate. And he also agreed to this before his em-
bodiment as a human being, for he was not placed into this or that embodiment
against his will, he voluntarily started his earthly path with the view of complete
liberation from every form and also with the firm confidence that he will master
life in the right way. But as a human being he often fails and the challenges
often seem insurmountable to him as long as he does not avail himself of help
by His God and Creator, Whom he must acknowledge without fail if his earthly
progress is not to be in vain, without any success for his soul. This is why the
first and most important requirement is the belief in a God Who is love, wisdom
and omnipotence in Himself .... And in order to gain this faith the human
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being must first kindle love within himself .... Love, however, is strength in
itself too, and thus every person who lives a life of love will irrevocably be able
to cope with even the most difficult destiny of life because he already receives
the strength from God, hence he will also have a living faith, so that he will
call upon God as his ‘Father’ in every earthly or spiritual adversity and truly
be guided through it, because God Himself is love and He has the power to
put everything right again that has become disorderly .... because He helps the
person with His strength to master even the most difficult situation in life. And
He will always be prepared to be of assistance to him in every adversity ....

Amen

BD 7732 received 28.10.1960

Love and suffering purify the soul ....

And you will truly follow Me if you bear your cross with patience and submission
to My will. I certainly carried all of humanity’s sins on My shoulders when I
walked the path to the cross and thereby relieved you from the immense burden
of sin you would have had to carry on account of your sins .... I knew that it was
too heavy for you, that you would never have freed yourselves from this huge
weight. And thus I carried it on your behalf .... But you must know that you
still have a low degree of maturity of soul as long as you have not fanned your
love into brightest radiance. And this is what you humans are lacking, even if
you strive to live your life according to My will. For this reason I give you the
opportunity to raise your soul’s maturity through afflictions, which are the right
kind of purification means for the soul, so that it becomes increasingly brighter
and translucent and able to enter the kingdom of the beyond in a purified state
when its hour has come. Love and suffering purify the soul .... I say this time
and again, and thus I also tell you that you need the suffering, because the love
in you has not yet reached the degree which lets the soul become so crystal
clear that My love can permeate it without meeting with any resistance. Your
life will not last long anymore, and one day you will be grateful to Me that I
helped you to spiritualise your soul through afflictions, through adversities and
suffering, through all kinds of ailments .... Just do not rebel against your destiny,
accept everything from My hand and always remember that I want to help you
attain perfection as far as it is still possible on earth. You can still cast off many
impurities from your soul and thereby enable it to blissfully pass over into an
abundance of radiant light, because the soul will have been prepared such that
it can absorb this abundance of light without having to fade away. Although you
can all certainly be redeemed from your guilt of sin because of the forgiveness
which, for the sake of Jesus Christ, is assured to you if you appeal to Me Myself
in Jesus for it .... but the degree of light which subsequently will make you
happy can vary and thus the bliss you enjoy will also differ .... depending on
the soul’s transparency and perfection, depending on the work you have done
on earth to improve your soul. So if you are negligent despite your good will
My love will help you by repeatedly creating opportunities for you to raise your
soul’s maturity .... by burdening you with a small cross which you should carry
with patience and submission .... so that you occasionally suffer in order to
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promote your psychological task, to dissolve the impurities and to let your soul
emerge from the suffering so bright and pure that it has also become receptive
for high degrees of light and in truth can enter the kingdom of light and bliss.
For life is short and one day you will thank Me for the path I made you travel on
earth when the soul has gained the maturity which allows for a high degree of
illumination of light and which will make you inconceivably happy .... Therefore
take your cross upon yourselves and follow Me .... for sooner or later your path
will end and then you will be overjoyed ....

Amen

BD 8790 received 25.03.1964

Immortality ....

You can take it for absolutely granted that you will never be able to perish again,
because My strength will forever be indestructible and you are, after all, the
emanation of Myself. And if you know this you should also do everything in
order to prepare a happy fate for this immortal part of you, as this is entirely
up to your power and your will. For you are sentient living beings which will
therefore feel both pain as well as bliss but which can be either reduced or
increased, which is your own business during your life on earth. Since you have
no precise knowledge about your state after your physical death, because you
are not even convinced of your soul’s life after death, you neglect to do the most
important thing in earthly life and do not consider what will continue to go on
living .... your soul .... which you thus can and should place into a blissful state
if you would fulfil the purpose of your life on earth. The fact of a continuation of
life after death cannot be proven to you so as not to enforce your conduct in life
and yet, with good will, you can gain an inner conviction that you are immortal,
that is, only if you believe in a God and Creator Who brought everything
visible to you into being .... For if you closely observe every single work of
creation with an open heart you can already recognise that they are small works
of wonder brought forth by an exceedingly wise Creative Power. And usually
you can also perceive their expediency which testifies to His wisdom and love
again .... Thus you can infer that there is a perfect Deity from Whom all works
of creation emerged. But perfection knows no limits, neither time nor space
are subject to limits for perfection, and thus the Creative Power’s products of
creative will also correspond to My divine law .... They, too, will be limitless,
they will have no end .... but this only ever relates to spiritual creations, to which
the human soul belongs .... Visible creations are also spiritual substances which
only temporarily remain visible, nevertheless, after they dissolve they continue
to exist spiritually, it is merely that due to My will the external form ceases to
exist, precisely in order to release what is sheltered within .... And thus you must
also regard yourselves, your physical body, only as a temporary external form
which shelters the soul, your actual Self .... until death dissolves the external
frame and releases the soul within, but this is and remains everlasting. In earthly
life you humans can already perceive and follow constant changes in the works
of creation, one thing will always arise from another, and everything you see
is spiritually animated, a tiny particle of spiritual substance shelters within
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which constantly grows bigger and thus shelters in increasingly bigger works
of creation until, finally, all particles have come together again in the human
soul, which was once created by Me as a ‘self-aware’ being and is therefore also
eternally imperishable.
Were you humans able to gain the convinced faith in the immortality of your
soul, in life after death, then you would also lead a safe way of life, you would
want to prepare a bearable or even blissful fate for your soul and not live your
life irresponsibly ....However, in the time of the end people are completely
indifferent, what they don’t know they don’t desire to know either and are
satisfied with earthly death, they only pay heed to worldly things and don’t strive
for spiritual knowledge, in which case the soul can only be in a wretched state
after the death of the body and must endure immense pain in the kingdom of the
beyond .... I would like to spare you this pain and therefore want to enlighten
you time and again about your immortality, which explains everything that
happens to you, because I want you to think about where you come from and
where you are going to. And if you suddenly must leave the earth, if your soul is
unexpectedly separated from your body, it will hardly realise that it has entered
the beyond, for it merely finds itself in a different location without knowing
that it is no longer alive .... And the more irresponsibly it had conducted itself
on earth, the darker its spiritual state will be. Nevertheless, it exists and can
never perish again. But it will still have to travel an infinitely long path in
order to become a little spiritually enlightened, so that it will gain a glimmer
of realisation, all depending on its attitude in the spiritual realm regarding the
divine commandment of love, which must also be fulfilled in the beyond before
it can be granted a slight improvement and a small amount of knowledge. If,
however, it has already gained faith on earth in the soul’s life after physical death
it will also lead a more responsible way of life and the ascent can process faster
and easier ....

Amen

BD 7153 received 25.06.1958

Man’s conscious work of improving his soul ....

Nothing should prevent you from carrying out the work of improving your
soul, for this alone determines your fate in eternity. And no-one can relieve
you of this work; no-one can do it for you. And therefore every day your soul
hasn’t made any progress is lost, even if you just carry out a single deed of love
.... it helps your soul to mature. Every day that has only satisfied your selfish
love, that has only benefited your body, is a lost day, for as soon as the soul
had to starve the day was lived in vain. And yet you could easily progress, for
you are offered many opportunities where you can prove yourselves, where you
can carry out this said psychological work .... opportunities, where you have to
defeat yourselves, where you have to fight against longings or all kinds of bad
habits, where you can please with kind deeds, friendly words or helpful acts,
which always result in spiritual advantages for your soul ....
Time and again opportunities will arise when you can enter into heartfelt
communication with your God and Father in order to derive a blessing for
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your soul .... And time and again you can listen to the Word of God or read
it and thereby provide your soul with very special help by providing it with
nourishment which enables it to mature. And no matter how lucrative your
days will be for you in regards to earthly profit, a good deed, no matter how
small, is deemed far more valuable, for it results in profit for the soul which it
can never lose again. But it cannot keep what the body receives; they are just
borrowed goods which can be taken away again at any time. And therefore you
can also cause daily damage to your soul if you burden it with sin .... if you lead
a bad way of life and add many additional sins to the existing original sin, which
only your soul will be answerable for one day, because it is immortal. Hence
you should not spend your days thoughtlessly, you should thoroughly consider
what you are doing, and you should try to take more care of your soul than of
your body, for the soul is your real Self which has to travel the path across earth
in order to mature fully, in order to attain perfection, which it can only achieve
on earth. But this also necessitates your will with which you consciously have
to fight against weaknesses and all kinds of faults ....

Consequently, if the human being wants to become perfect he will also have to
request the strength to live in accordance with God’s will, that is, to accomplish
deeds of love .... which then will surely be granted to him. He has to live life
consciously, always aiming to perfect his still imperfect nature, and make every
effort to do so. Then he will be impelled from within to act with love .... he
can’t help himself but do kind deeds, and thus he will also be able to progress
spiritually every day .... And then he will not let himself be held back by worldly
enticements either .... For once he is serious about accomplishing his goal of
achieving perfection he will always put his work of improving his soul first,
and then he will also always receive help from the spiritual beings guarding his
earthly life .... who time and again try to influence his thoughts such that he
thinks, speaks and acts in accordance with God’s will .... For the only purpose
of earthly life is the maturing of his soul which, however, is rarely recognised,
and therefore the soul’s fate is often an unfortunate one, albeit due to its own
fault, for the human being is time and again informed why he lives on earth ....
if he doesn’t want to believe it, his soul will have to pay for it one day by taking
the darkness across into the kingdom of the beyond, with which it had come to
earth as a human being ....

Amen

BD 6941 received 11.10.1957

God’s gift: the spark of love, a part of Himself ....

You are lacking light and strength because you are still imperfect. However,
without light and strength you will not attain perfection either and would
hopelessly have fallen prey to a wretched state were you not granted help and
first given light and strength, which subsequently enables you to reach the state
of perfection. Hence, at the beginning of your life on earth you are oblivious
of the correlations, of the meaning of your earthly life and your task, you
are completely without knowledge .... you are lacking light .... And if this is
brought to you by way of being instructed of your earthly task then you, on the
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other hand, lack the strength to attain your spiritual perfection as long as you
don’t acquire the strength for yourselves, which can only ever happen through
kind-hearted activity. And for the acquisition of this strength .... thus for being
lovingly active .... you usually lack the will, because your imperfect state also
signifies an exceedingly weakened will .... So this is how you are at the beginning
of your earthly life which was only given to you to shape your imperfect nature
into becoming perfect. Your life on earth would therefore be incredibly hopeless
had God’s love not granted you something to help you attain perfection again:
He placed a minutely small spark of His infinite spirit of love into you .... This
tiny spark of love is His share, it is inseparably united with Him, it is spirit from
His spirit, light from His eternal essence of light and strength at the same time
.... This tiny spark is capable of achieving a change in you so that all imperfection
will fade away and enable you to leave this earth as radiant beings of light. But
this requires you to kindle this tiny spark yourselves, that you provide it with
nourishment so that it can spread out .... it requires you to allow the divine spirit
of love to impel you into activity of love, for that is its task, it is God’s help that
this spiritual spark constantly tries to influence you from within to do works
of love .... because ‘love’ equals ‘light and strength’, because ignorance and lack
of strength fade away as a result of activity of love .... because love is the only
mean to become as perfect again as the being was at the start. Without this
spark of love no-one would reach this goal in earthly life, for the being had once
completely rejected all of God’s illumination of love of its own free will and was
no longer able to love correctly, which is its legacy of the one who was the first
to renounce God’s love ....

Thus the human being is this once-fallen being which believed itself capable of
existing without divine illumination of love .... Admittedly, it could no longer
perish again but the state of a fallen being became a completely different one
than as it was originally created .... For only love is the invigorating strength
which enables the being to be blissfully active, without love the being is dead and
in spiritual darkness and therefore must also feel tremendously wretched. Yet
despite having formerly rejected His love God placed this minutely small spark
of love into every human heart and so established contact between Himself and
the person, which, however, must also be utilised by the person, because even
this spark of love, the part of the divine spirit, does not coerce the human being’s
will. Nevertheless, with gentle urges it tries to influence this will to practice love,
which then can ignite a flame in the person’s heart spreading light and at the
same time providing the person with strength to change his nature. Therefore
it is possible for every human being to obtain light and strength for himself in
earthly life, but since free will must not be excluded God’s spirit of love remains
in the background and does not compel a person into activity which causes his
perfection .... on account of which countless people fail to make use of the great
gift of grace and thus remain in darkness and weakness from which only activity
of love can release the soul ....

Amen
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BD 7726 received 15.10.1960

Tiny spark of divine spirit in the heart ....

And My name shall be glorified before the world .... For you shall recognise
Who reveals Himself to you by the effect it has on you and within you, you shall
feel it in your heart when you are being addressed by Me and then consciously
praise and thank Me because you recognise Me. The measure of My love is
boundless and will never run dry, time and again the spring of love and strength
will open and pour out over you and many times you will be able to sense
your Father’s presence .... It is My grace which I pour over you because you,
like infants, are still weak and need My help. And if I thus reveal to you that I
dwell within your midst then stay in silent worship and hand your hearts over
to Me. And I will accept everyone and with loving care lead them to perfection.
And you will start to live in heartfelt unison with Me .... for you have found
your way home to the Father Who is inside of you because you have prepared
an abode for Him, you opened the door of your heart when I knocked with a
desire to enter. When you entered this earth as a human being I came to you, I
placed a tiny spark of My divine spirit into you, a tiny spark of love, which was
intended to grow into a flame and unite with the fire of My eternal love again ....
Hence there is a small part of Me Myself in you when you embody yourselves as
human beings on earth which establishes a connection with Me but of which,
however, you must first become conscious by looking for contact with your God
and Creator of your own free will, which will already exist because you have the
will to be in contact with your God and Creator. This tiny spark of God in you
characterises you as a divine living being if you allow it to break through. And
it can break through in you if you change your nature into love. For you once
changed your nature of pure love into the opposite; you adopted My adversary’s
nature who is totally devoid of love and thereby distanced yourselves from Me.
All the same, you were the children of My love, you came forth from My love
and I will never ever let go of you or hand you over to My opponent because
I love you far too much. However, you would never find your way back to Me
again if I did not provide you with a minute spark of My divine spirit for your
life on earth, because this tiny spark of spirit shall guide you towards Me, it
shall push you to Me, it shall prevail over the body and draw the soul .... your
real Self .... close in order to unite itself with the spirit and thus also accomplish
unity with Me, the Father-Spirit of eternity. And this spiritual spark lives in you
but keeps silent until you, through your will, set it free to communicate with
you .... And then I will manifest Myself in you .... Then you will have fulfilled
your purpose of earthly life and your life will just be a constant prayer of thanks
and praise, for then your nature will have changed itself into love again, since
without love My tiny spark of spirit would not have been able to come alive ....
But once My spirit can make itself known in you it proves that I Am present
in you Myself .... it proves that the child has found its way home to the Father,
that it has overcome the wide gulf which kept it separate from the Father for
eternities .... that it is now illuminated by My strength of love as it was in the
beginning ....

Amen
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BD 7984 received 04.09.1961

Awakening the divine spiritual spark will guarantee a change in character ....

You once deprived yourselves of your divinity by changing your fundamental
nature into the opposite, you were no longer beings of light but had become
beings of darkness, for you were devoid of all love because you had rejected
My love which wanted to permeate you and make you happy for all eternity
.... And in this ungodliness, in this totally opposite nature to Mine, you were
distant from Me, you utterly reversed your nature and could therefore no longer
be close to Me because you would have ceased to exist in My light of love, it
would have consumed you completely .... However, it was not My will that the
being which had once emerged from My strength of love should vanish, I only
wanted its return to Me, but this necessitated a change in nature which reduced
its distance from Me until, finally, this distance was completely overcome by
the fact that the being had adopted its original state again .... until it had totally
become love again and My love was able to permeate it again as before .... This
transformation into love required of Me an act of mercy and love: I had to
place a tiny spark of My eternal love into you because you were utterly devoid
of love and therefore also incapable of changing yourselves and your nature
.... An exceedingly long and painful process of return had almost broken your
past opposition to Me, yet then you entered into a state in which you received
free will again, which prior to that had been bound .... And in this state of free
will .... as a human being .... the re-transformation into love should take place
again, which would have been utterly impossible had a tiny spark of love not
laid dormant in you, which is a gift of grace I place into every person’s heart
and which characterises him as a divine living creation as soon as he voluntarily
kindles the spark of love to flare up into a bright flame .... This work has to be
accomplished by the human being himself. And he can certainly do it precisely
because the divine spark of love lies dormant in him. This spark of love is a
divine part, it is a minute spark of My eternal spirit of love which is inseparably
connected to Me, which also incessantly strives back to the eternal Father-Spirit
but which allows the human being complete freedom as to whether he yields to
it or whether he smothers the small spark with his anti-divine nature on account
of his connection with My adversary which he is not prepared to give up.
You are all able to love but whether you are willing is left up to you .... And
although the spiritual spark in you, seeing it is part of Me, has tremendous
strength, it will not force you to change your nature but it will make it easier,
it is not an impossibility that this change of nature into love can occur during
your short lifetime on earth. The connection with Me is in place, it just has to be
striven for by yourselves for you to feel its effect when My love can shine into
you again .... A bond between the spiritual spark in you and the Father-Spirit
must be established, then the change of nature will irrevocably take place and
you will become the happiest beings again, as you were in the beginning. But
without this spiritual spark in you, which is My share, you would be hopelessly
lost .... You are able to love, you have the ability to feel and to emanate love
.... you are not entirely devoid of love if you don’t resist this spirit of love in
you, if you don’t push towards My adversary who will always prevent you from
carrying out loving acts but who cannot stop you if you kindle the light in
you, if you pay attention to the gentle voice within and comply with it, which
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will always stimulate you to be lovingly active. For My spiritual spark is truly
mighty and full of strength because it is part of Me .... It will strengthen even
the slightest will towards it and there is nothing My adversary can do to stop
it, for he cannot fight against Me since I Am, after all, inside of you .... I just
don’t force you if you oppose Me of your own free will. And this divine spark
of spirit, which is part of Me, is also the guarantee that you can change, for it
is strength from Me which enables you to do anything you seriously strive for.
And in order for you to muster this serious will the divine Redeemer will always
help you, He merely wants to be acknowledged and asked to strengthen your
will .... For He and I are one; you once rejected Me, you refused to acknowledge
Me as your God and Creator and followed the one who drew you into the abyss
.... And he will be in control of you until you appeal to Me for help and thus
recognise and acknowledge Me in Jesus Christ .... And truly, the adversary’s
power will be broken if you confront him with My name; your will shall be
strengthened and your desire for union with Me will constantly grow stronger
.... The spiritual spark in you will seriously strive towards the bond with the
eternal Father-Spirit, you will give in to the inner urge and will be impelled
into kind-hearted activity because I Myself can once again permeate you with
My love .... And your nature will again take on a quality which resembles My
fundamental nature .... It transforms itself into love and will inseparably unite
with Me, then you will never leave Me again; the child will have returned to the
Father from Whom it once originated ....

Amen

BD 8327 received 12.11.1962

The soul’s union with its spirit ....

I reveal Myself to you humans in the most simple and understandable way, for
My Words are not solely intended for the intellectual person but for all who
desire the truth, even if they do not possess a keen intellect. However, I speak to
them in a way that they can understand and therefore I avail Myself of a plainly
spoken person, who can also be understood by everyone when he speaks to
them from person to person, because then I will work through My spirit if he
takes part in spiritual conversations .... When My Word is therefore conveyed
to Earth it also happens in a way that the contents of My revelations are clear
and understandable. And thus every person will be able to understand that
the process of the spirits apostasy consisted of the fact that they rejected My
illumination of love, My ‘spirit of love’ .... and that the return to Me also consists
of the fact that they will voluntarily accept My illumination of love again ....
that they thus must unite themselves with My spirit once more. The union
with My spirit takes place when the divine spark of love, which is placed into
every person as My share, gets kindled into a bright flame which incessantly
strives towards Me, the Primal Fire .... Then the fallen original spirit will have
become its fundamental element again, and this consciously .... For even after
its apostasy from Me it remained My strength because My emanated strength
of love cannot cease to exist .... Hence the return to Me can only be achieved
consciously and this requires free will, which is returned again to the previously
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constrained being as a human who must subsequently use it correctly .... The
original being certainly takes the path of return in an unconscious state ....
dissolved in countless tiny particles .... while it is bound within the creations
of earth. This return is an act of grace on My part, because I want to help the
extremely deeply fallen being to reach the point again when it can receive its free
will back. But then the unity of the spiritual spark with the eternal Father-Spirit
must take place if the final return is to be accomplished.

The original spirit, which travels the earthly path as a human soul, will remain
distant from Me for as long as the human being is without love, for I have also
given him a spark of love which he must first ignite before a union with the
Father-Spirit can be accomplished, for only love can achieve this union, and love
must voluntarily be practised by a person, which also makes the illumination
of My strength of love possible and the being becomes again what it was in the
beginning .... The soul is a fallen original spirit .... Consequently, when it is said
that the soul unites with its spirit, then the latter should always be understood
as the spirit of love from Me, which the original spirit once rejected and thereby
closed itself to all illumination of love .... As a human being the soul .... the once
fallen original spirit .... carries a tiny spark of divine spirit within itself, but it
must voluntarily acknowledge it, which it consciously does when it opens itself
to My illumination of love and thereby becomes lovingly active itself .... Thus it
has the spirit within itself and it is its earthly task to let itself be influenced by this
spirit, which will always result in the fact that the person will practise love and
through love unite with Me, since I Am the Eternal love Itself. Hence the soul
unites itself again with its spirit .... The original spirit no longer reacts negatively
towards Me and My illumination of love, instead, it consciously strives towards
Me, it wants to be illuminated by Me and every distance between us is abolished
.... It is the same divine original being again which originated from Me and after
its voluntary apostasy also voluntarily returned to Me again, except that it has
become My ‘child’, which I was unable to create because it required the created
beings free will to become supremely perfect. Thus it deified itself voluntarily
and can now create and work with Me in supreme beatitude and free will which,
however, is the same as Mine, because a perfect being cannot want and think
differently than I, as I Am the most perfect spirit in infinity ....

Amen

BD 7798 received 15.01.1961

The ‘working of the spirit’ in the human being ....

The most profound mysteries can be penetrated by you if you allow the working
of My spirit within you .... You will not understand this for as long as you still
think in an earthly-material way, for as long as your mind is only occupied with
the world and you do not try to find contact with the spiritual kingdom .... You
will not understand the ‘working of My spirit’ as long as you have not made
contact with Me, your God and Father, because then you will not be living
in love as yet, which is the prerequisite for a bond with Me and thus also for
the dormant spiritual spark with the eternal Father-Spirit .... Without love you
cannot muster the understanding for the working of My spirit and neither will
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you ever strive for it .... However, once you kindle love in yourselves, the spirit
in you will come alive .... You thereby establish the bond with the Father-Spirit
of eternity, Who is love Itself, and He will influence you through the spiritual
spark in you .... By allowing the ‘working of My spirit’ in you, you will truly
attain great spiritual knowledge, knowledge will be made accessible to you
which people cannot gain in any other way, for you may take a glimpse into
spiritual spheres where secrets will be revealed to you which, however, can only
ever be imparted to you by the spirit within you. However, prior to that you will
always have to prepare yourselves into a receiving vessel for the divine spirit,
which can only be accomplished through love. Then My spirit will be able to
flow into you and the results will be truly glorious, they will be and remain
a person’s gain for all eternity. And so truth, too, can and will be conveyed to
you humans in this way, hence it is possible for you to be instructed by ‘God
Himself ’ in all truthfulness if you allow My spirit to express itself, for this is
entirely up to your own free will, no-one will be forced into it.

But if you allow it, by voluntarily shaping yourselves through a life of love into a
receiving vessel for My spirit, then you will soon become enlightened, you will
soon experience brightest realisation, and knowledge will be revealed to you
which will plainly reveal all spiritual correlations to you .... Then the darkness
of night will truly have been penetrated and the spiritual sun will shine into
your heart, you will never walk in darkness again for you will have received a
true light from Me which you may radiate into the night again. Therefore, don’t
be surprised where a person’s wisdom comes from while another one does not
possess it as yet .... Don’t question why it is still so dark in people’s hearts, for
you now know the answer: You must seek the light yourselves, you must ignite
the spark in yourselves and then there will be light because you desire light ....
You humans should believe that I Am in contact with you, that I do not want
you to live in eternal darkness. Yet you yourselves should want to escape the
darkness too and take measures to kindle a light in you .... you should be aware
of the fact that I placed a tiny spark in you but that it depends on your free will
whether you want to fan this spark into a flame .... Then this flame will surge
towards Me and unite itself with the fire of the Eternal Love .... with the result
that My spirit will pour itself into such a prepared vessel and dispel the darkness
in which the soul lingered until it accepted Me, until its love urged it towards
Me and the darkness was subsequently penetrated .... Then I will be able to
work in the human being, and where I Am at work through My spirit there is
light, realisation and bliss ....

Amen
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BD 6575 received 17.06.1956

Union of the spiritual spark with the Father-Spirit ....
Jesus ....

Once the spirit awakens to life in the human being the connection with Me will
be established, for the spirit within a person is a spark of My divine Father-
Spirit, it is a part of Me and thus the same as I Myself, so then you will also
be able to rightfully say ‘God is within me ....’ For the spirit within you only
awakens to life when you practise love, and then I, as the Eternal Love, can be
within you Myself. However, although you all carry this divine spark inside of
you it can nevertheless be buried due to your own will, due to your way of life,
and remain so until your death .... In that case you went through life ‘without
God‘ .... because you lived without love and thereby made every contact with
Me impossible .... Even so, you have lived your earthly life and thus left a great
blessing unused; you failed to live up to the purpose of your incarnation as a
human being: You did not unite with Me but remained in the isolation you
once entered as a result of your apostasy from Me. In order to facilitate the
unity I helped you with a great act of grace: First I placed a tiny spark of My
divine spirit inside of you and then constantly stimulated you to kindle this
tiny spark by placing you into situations through destiny where you, with good
will, would be able to accomplish labours of love .... It often was and is possible
for you humans to let the spark of love within you ignite into a flame. You
truly don’t lack opportunities but it is an act of free will, and thus you can also
neglect being lovingly active and the spirit within you remains dormant and
cannot express itself, thus you have not established a connection with Me and
are dead although you believe yourself to be alive .... And your earthly life is
at a standstill, because a life ‘without God’ can never lead to advancement but
attests to the connection with My adversary.
Thus I Myself cannot be within you because through your heartless nature
you yourselves deny Me entry. This state amongst people can be observed far
more than people’s heartfelt unity with Me by living a life of love and allowing
themselves to be guided by My spirit .... And this state can always be recognised
when people no longer have faith in Jesus Christ Who, through His death on the
cross, intended to help them strengthen their weak will of releasing themselves
from My adversary. The divine teaching of love which the man Jesus preached
on earth was meant to show people the path of uniting the spiritual spark within
them with the eternal Father-Spirit. This is why Jesus exemplified a life of love
to His fellow human beings and also demonstrated the effects of such a way
of life: the complete unification with Me, which showed itself in His Words
and activity on earth .... What was impossible to achieve before Jesus’ sacrificial
death, due to people’s weakness of will who were still burdened by the original
sin, was possible for people to achieve after his crucifixion, because they were
granted the strength if they acknowledged Jesus Christ as the Son of God and
Redeemer of the world and laid claim to His help. And then it also became
possible for them to establish unity with Me by awakening the spiritual spark
within them through activity of love and thus enabling Me Myself to take effect
in them. However, without Jesus Christ no person’s spirit can be awakened,
for I Myself cannot be in someone who rejects Me, who does not believe that
I redeemed him from sin and death .... Although My tiny spiritual sparks lays
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dormant in every person’s soul only love will awaken it to life, love, however,
recognises Jesus Christ, it recognises Me in Him and unites itself with Me ....
or in other words: Love is the divine spark which wants to unite itself with the
fire of eternal love .... Then, however, you will be alive even if you lose your
mortal life .... You have already been resurrected from death as soon as the spirit
within you comes alive, and thus you cannot lose this life again because you
have returned to Me and with Me death can never ever happen again ....

Amen

BD 7540 received 06.03.1960

God’s care for the human being ....

First seek the kingdom of God .... For it is your task in life to find the contact
with My kingdom so that this kingdom can receive you again one day when you
leave the earth. This is, in fact, your only task, because everything else will sort
itself out, if only you make an effort to do justice to this task. You were placed in
this earthly world in order to look for the spiritual kingdom while you live in it
.... But you were also given a glorious promise that you will be able to cope with
this earthly world as well if you fulfil the condition of looking for the kingdom
of God first .... In a manner of speaking, I promised you a reward which, by
itself, should alone entice you to comply with My requirement, for as a result of
My promise you are also spared the struggle for existence, the worry about your
life, about your earthly life ....
You need only take care of your soul’s salvation, and I will take over the care
for your physical well-being and sort out everything, which otherwise would
demand a great deal of effort from you if you had to deal with it by yourselves.
I will take over the care which earthly life demands of you as soon as you fulfil
My requirement: to first strive for My kingdom and its justice .... i.e. if you
completely hand yourselves over to Me because you recognise Me as your God
and Creator, as your Father of eternity, because you recognise that true justice
can only be found with Me, a life according to your soul’s maturity, and because
you realise that this is why you should seek Me and My kingdom, which will
then certainly be opened for those of you who hand yourselves over to Me with
complete trust in My justice .... You should only live in the right way with a view
of acquiring My kingdom .... You should strive for heartfelt contact with Me
....
However, don’t look for Me in the world, for My kingdom is not of this world,
therefore you must turn your thoughts heavenwards, away from the world and
its enticements .... you must think of My kingdom, your true home, which
you once abandoned and to which you should return again. And you will not
regret it if you follow My advice to strive for this kingdom, for you will also
be relieved of all earthly worries and problems at the same time, because I will
take care of these on your behalf and, in every adversity, I will truly look after
you. I will provide for you in an earthly way like a father for his children, I
will give to you what you need in everyday life, and I will also provide you
with an abundance of spiritual wealth, for as soon as you turn your eyes to
Me and My kingdom you will also receive gifts of grace from there and your
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bond with Me will grow increasingly stronger, earthly life will no longer be a
burden to you, you will have what you require .... physically and spiritually ....
For then you will have escaped from the danger of succumbing to the world and
its demands, of completely becoming enslaved by it and thus you will also have
escaped from the lord of the world by completely consciously turning towards
My kingdom which will now be granted to you. First seek the kingdom of God,
all other things will be given to you .... This promise shall encourage you to look
for the bond with Me and My kingdom, for as yet you are often held back by
earthly worries, which you take more seriously than the worry for your soul ....
But I promise you certain help, I take all your worries upon Me, providing you
first look for Me and My kingdom .... Therefore you can live your earthly life
completely without worry, if only you would always remember My promise ....
However, only a few people take these Words seriously but they are released
from all earthly burdens, for I Myself look after them, and I will lovingly look
after every person who only ever strives to gain Me and My kingdom. And he
will certainly reach the goal, he will find Me and unite with Me. He will not live
his life on earth in vain, he will be admitted to My kingdom and be very happy
....

Amen

Who was Bertha Dudde?

Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter of
a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to receive
pronouncements from God through the ‘Inner Word’ on 15. June 1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts after devout prayer.
Understandably this often gave way to doubt and inner conflicts until I was
convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these exquisitely
gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other words, the love
of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them and introduced me
to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my elementary
school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a dictation in a state
of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am told in shorthand, in
order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy. The procedure does not
take place in a state of compulsion, for example in a state of trance or ecstasy,
but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind. However, I have to want it
to happen and then I can receive these dictations voluntarily; they are neither
bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gifts of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God Himself
to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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